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"Prfubly the bqt availabb Mrvey history 0f tlu
Unitd Stot6" _lHE FREEMAN
Clarence B. Carson, continues The Freeman, "has formed a richly woven
tapestry of events and the ideas that spawned them. . . . For Carson, history is
not merely a collection of facts and dates, an account of explorations, settle-
ments, westward expansion, wars, Presidents, and elections. History is the
product of the actions of countless individuals, each under the influence of
certain ideas. And Carson explores those ideas, ideologies, and 'isms.' He
shows how they were responsible for the settlement of this continent, the
struggle for freedom, the westward expansion, the construction of schools,
churches, factories, and the founding of new religious denominations. He ex-
plains why our ancestors fought for their beliefs, and strove to create a
government, limited in scope, with checks and balances, that would not have
the power to oppress the people."
In 5 Sweeping Yolumes, The Amedcan Story
VOLUME l: THE COLONIAL EXPERIENCE,1ffi1-1774
VOLUME 2: THE BEGINNING OF THE REPUBLIC, 1775-1825
VOLUME 3: THE SECTIONS AND THE CIVIL WAR, 18?#1877
VOLUME 4: THE GROWTH OF AMERICA, 1878-1928
VOLUME 5: THE WELFARE STATE, 1929-1985
Dr: Canon is a man who cherishes our noblest traditions. Far too many modern historians, pur-
suing the agenda of the Left, leave our past in tatters. Not Dr. Canon. He undentands what
made our country geat - and wlnt threatens u today. He gives us the facts, and interprets
them in ways ttnt patriotic conservatives andlibertarians will applaud. He captures the color too,
the clash of controveny, the values we are still struggling to lnnd down to our children.
If you've long since left the campus behind but would like a sound, readable r fresher in
American history, this is your fint choice.
, ,  1,316 pages
,2211 quick, meaty proliles of
key people
z Lavishly illustrated with 238
photos, engravings and maps
,zAt the end of each volume:
glossary of dozens of key
terms . . . proper-name inoex
. . . suggestions for further
reading (yes, rellable books)
extensive footnotes for
documentation
,zBriet chronologies begin each
chapter, to give you key dates
and put the section i to per-
spective
'z EXTRA - AND VALUABLE: 5
documents vital to our heri-
rage:
The Declaralion l Independence o The
Constitution . Washinglon's Farewell
Address o Jetferson's First Inaugural
Address . The Monroe Doclrine
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.o''.*o*"-Ili"ilId."How the Club Works
Every 4 we*s (13 tims a year) you get a free copy of tle Club Bulletin which offen you
the Featurd Selection plus a good choice ofAlternat€s - all of interst to consenatives.
* [f you want the Featurd Selation, do nothing; it will come aut0rnatically. * Ifyo.l
don't want the Feanrred Seleciorl or you do want an Alternate, indicatr yur wishs on
the tundy card enclmod with your Bulletin and re[rm it by ttr deadline date. * The
majority of Club books will h ofrerd at 20-5090 discouns, plus a charge for shipping and
tundling * As soon as you buy and pay for 3 books at reguhr Club prica, yorr nrnr
benhip may be endd at any time, eidrr by you or by the Club. * If you wer receive a
Feaurrcd Sehcion without having tud l0 days to decide ifym want i! you rnay rehm it at
Club expnse for full crediL * Good service. No comprten! * The Club will offer
regular Suprbarpins, mostly at 7G9090 discounts plus shipping and lnndling Super-
bargains do NOT count tovard fulfilling your CIub obliption, but do enable yor to buy
hne books at giveaway prics. * Only one membenhip er household.
15 Oakland Avenue . Harrison, N.Y. 10528
Please accept my membership in the Club and send FREE my
S-volume $32.50 set of Clarence B. Carson's Basic Hbtory of
the United States. 1agree to buy 3 additional books at regular
Club prices over the next 18 months. I also agree to the Club
rules spelled out in the coupon. FJ-61
Name
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City State-Zip
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I Gover story: For the
person who lives on the
streets, arriving at a
job interview bathed and
properly dressed, carrying
a freshly typed resume, can
be di f f icul t .  ls there any "Hope
for the Homeless?" How can
we help?
14
I Are parents responsible for every-
thing their child does-even when he
is a teenager or a young adult? James
C. Dobson answers this question as he
reaches out "With Love to Parents
Who Hurt."1O Jerry Falwell Comments! v The Choice ls Ours
1t PerspectiveI - Competitive Spirits
Edward G. Dobson
36 Battle Hymn of theReformation
Charles Ludwio
27 Ministry Update 37 l{.",g1 
stand
vtanrn LUIner
?, Thunder in the Pulpi tv= Wild Boar Chal lengds
Christendom
Wallace Robb
41 Preaching & Pastoring
47 Family Living
55 In Review
59 NewsHundreds Jailed
In Mounting Abortion Protests
Martin Mawyer
60 Family Forum '88Sets Pro-Life Agenda
Doug Waymire
DEPARTMENTS
I The grandparent who looks into the
face of his grandchild looks into a win-
dow that opens on the future. Ronald
Hawkins presents the challenges
of godly grandparenting and shares
how it can also be "A Jovous
Responsibility."
64 News Briefs
7 You Said lt After All
The Curse of Liberalism
W.A. Criswell
FEATURES
1 4 lff:J',%:X' 
Homeress
{ A Migrant Gare Ministries
l0 Burdened for theForgofien Hoor
Angela Elwel l  Hunt
2 0 HJ'i;:::'"'."rd 
wnarrior
AA Grandparenting
1,1 | .toygu-s ResPonsibilitYHonato E..  HawKtns
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38With Love to ParentsWho HurtJames C. Dobson
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FUND RAISINGT HE BEST WAY TO
BEGIN CONSTRUCTION.
Your Sunday attendance is setting
church records and straining facili
ties. In order to continue growing,
your church needs more room. Unfor-
tunately raising new buildings usually
means deepening debt. And long-
term, stiff-interest loans drain future
ministries long after the new of this
building wears off.
Before the frst nail is driven, RSI
can help you raise funds to ensure
financial stability in your building
program without limiting other
ministries.
RSI is the oldest and largest
church fund-raising company in the
United States. For 15 years, we have
helped churches construct new com-
plexes on solid financial foundations
built with biblically based tund-
raising methods. More than 1,300
churches have formed partnerships
with RSI to remodel, relocate,
increase glving to an annual budget,
clear existing debt, or build new
facilities.
When your church needs to add
new facilities, call RSI. Because
excessive debt is no way to begin
construction.
A'IRESOTIRCE
., ISERVICES,NC.
Anrcrict's Prefttier Cburch
Fu,nd-Raistng Company
12770 Meit Drive, Suite 900
Dallas,kxas 75251
w0-527-ffi24
Calgary 403-236-1554
Toronto, 416-492-3218
A message from
wr*',Y;.*;#;;;#!r
I appeal to you to help us
build a prayer shield over
our government. If
Christians obey and pray,
God will respond and restore,
It would be exciling to see
what God would do in
response to the faithful daily
prayers of a quarter of a
million Christians. GocI can
change officialsfrom bacl to
good, remove any from
ofJice, or put them out to
pasture nibbling grass.
I lirst conceived the applica-
tion of First Timothy 2:1-4
to oar government over ten
years ago, Many Christian
I e ader s and org aniznti on s
have used the Key-16
concept, but there has been
no national strategy for a
s u s tainecl K ey - I 6 campaign.
Callfor Action is working to
get all8,(M0 officials in our
computers so every prayer
soldier wiII know his or her
Key-16, and so Call For
Action can identify un-
covered offtcials ancl
systematically locate
Christians to pray for them.
Callfor Action's plan is to
see every offtcial covered.
If you can help share the
Key-16 advertising and
organizalion costs, your tax-
deductible gift will be most
appre cfut ed, for C all F or
Action is a nonproJil, tax-
exempt organimtion.
Christinns ... your prayers
can save America!
If you have a growing concem for America, your fieedom, your children and grandchildren,
your country needs you now. CalI for Action is a national campaign to bring our govemment
under the organized and disciplined daily prayer of a quarter of a million Christians. this ac-
tion may be the only one with sufficient power to save our country
Here is how
First Timothy 2:1-4 exhorts Christians to pray first for all in authority, that as a consequence
we may live quiet and peaceable lives in all godliness and honesty. Christians have not prayed
as exhorted. America is filled with violence and wickedness. It is time for obedience.
Who are 'f all in authority?"
There are approximately 8,000 officials who control all of our law. These are the President,
Supreme Court, Congress, State Govemon, and State kgislators. Of these 8,000, there are 16
key officials in the chain ofauthority overeach individual citizen.
Who are these rtKey-16?"
The Key-16 arc the President, the nine memben of the Supreme Court, your two U.S.
Senators, and your Congressman, Govemor, State Senator, and State Representative.
What is the "Key-16" prayer plan?
To find a few Christians in every electoral district of each of the 50 states who are willing to
obey God's will by praying regularly for their own Key-16. Our goal is to enlist by Inaugural
Day in January, 1989, one Christian out of every 1,000 Americans who will commit to pray
daily for his or her Key-16. So few ... but God is so powerfr.rl. And He says "one will chase a
thousand (Joshua 23: l0). We do not need to question, "Can God save America?" We need only
ask, "Will American Christians faithfully pray?"
Who are involved?
The Call for Action prayer army is composed of thousands of humble Christians, many of
whom have few talents and meager resources except for their concems and their faithfulness
in prayer. But many outstanding Christians of diverse denominations are agreeing to add their
names and influence to a growing National Advisory Board, including at this time:
Mr. Bruce Alger, former U.S.
ConS'ressman from Tex as.
Dr. B. Clayton Bell, Senior Min-
ister, Highland Park Presbyterian
Church, Dallas.
Dr. Wllllam R. Brlght, Founder
and hesident, Campus Crusade for
Christ Intemational.
Dr. Tim LaHaye, Founder and
President, Tim LaHaye Ministries,
Washington, D.C.
Tom Landry,  Coach, Dal las
Cowboys Football Club, Dallas.
Vernon R. Lewls, Jr,, Major
G e n e r a l ,  U . S .  A r m y  ( R e t . ) ,
Alexandria, Virgirria.
Anne Murchlson, Author and
Bible Teacher, Dallas.
The Rev. Wesley T. Nelson,
Rector, The Episcopal Church of
the Resurrection, Dallas.
Pau l  F .  Pea rson ,  B r i gad ie r
G e n e r a l ,  U . S .  A r m y  ( R e t . ) ,
Alexandria, Virginia.
Dr. James T. Draper, Jr., Senior Dr. Robert P. Llghtner, kofes- Mr. John Savllle, Attomcy and
Minister, First Baptist Church of sor of Systematic Theology, Dallas CPA, Dallas.
Euless, Texas and former kesident Theological Scminry, Dallas. Mr. Shelby Sharpe, Attomey,
o f t heSou the rnBap t i s tConven t i on .  S tewa r tC ,Meye r ,  Ma jo r  Fo r tWor th .
Rev, E. Wayne Hanks, Senior General, U.S. Army (Ret.), Harker Dr. John F. Walvoord, Former
Minister, First Assembly of God, Heights,Texas. President, Dallas Theological
Garland, Texas. Seminary, Dallas.
YOU SAID IT
I Jonathan Goforth-
my father!
A friend just brought me your June
issue with the picture and two articles
about Jonathan Goforth-my father! What
a thrill to see this and realize the scope
of how God can use this message all over
the world. How true: "Being dead he yet
speaketh."
I am now 85, the 10th of 11 Goforth
children. God miraculously sustains me
and still uses me to ffill His purposes.
I am president of Goforth Ministries with
a fine board working with me.
January 19 of this year marked the
100th anniversary of my parents' leaving
Toronto, Canada, for Honan, China, as
pioneer missionaries. Besides Mission
Ufudate, put out by the Canadian Pres-
byterian Church to celebrate this centen-
rual, we are doing several things to make
this year special. But the best thing to
pass on the challenging Goforth story in
addition to the five Goforth books still in
print, is our new videotape.
The video is an informal interview with
me, including my memories of Father's
revimls. I also use an authentic Boxer
sword to illustrate the exciting escape of
the Goforths in the Boxer Rebellion of
1900. There is considerable fun and laugh-
ter, so the response has been fantastic.
Even more thrilling to me is the fact
that Miracle Liues of Chinn, an early
Goforth book, is being republished. I
believe it is on a par with By My Spiit md
Glforth of China. The best picture ever
taken of my parents will be right on the
front cover. Bethel Publishers of Elkhart,
Indiana, is handling this book.
Father was certainly a Fundamentalist,
so I believe Miratle Liuu of Chinn will give
a real boost to your great movement.
Mary Goforth Moynan
Thcoma, Washington
I A great man, but. .  .
As a native of Kansas I was interested
in two articles about the late Senator Frank
Carlson in your July/August issue. I sup-
pose we should not dredge up the past.
Senator Carlson was a great man.
But he was governor at the time when
Kansas, which had been a "dry" state for
over 100 years, went "wet." As a young
man growing up at the time, the drug
alcohol was already ruining lives by the
score in Kansas. When Mr. Carlson could
have stood as a champion against this
insidious evil, he did not do so.
fu a result, countless thousands of
lives have been taken or ruined by alco-
hol. When will the nation awaken to the
evils of this drug in every form?
Wayne E. Caldwell
General Editor
The Wesleyan Church
Indianaoolis. Indiana
I Tlail of hurting saints
May I commend you on the fine, frank
article by Dr. Mitchell on the demand for
excellence in the pastoml role, and the
difference between forgiveness and leader-
ship reinstatement.
Too many religious leaders are account-
able "to no nun sarc the Lord." Many are
more interested in being "superstars" tlnn
in being shepherds. An exodus oftalented,
gifted, godly people is leaving Christian
organizations because of mismanagement,
untruthfr:lness, and burnout. Those whodo
leave are castigated as "out of the will of
God" or ones with an authority problem/
personality conflict. In 20 years of ministry
tlat covered coast o coast and the South
hcific, I find a trail of hurting saints and
Own a Library of Reference Works
Without Gluttering Your Shelves
Willmington's Book of Bible
lisfs holds over 6,000 Bible
facts in more than 350 easy-
to-understand lists - lrom 27
facts about angels to 12 ways
to worship God.
Willmington's Guide to the
Bible is an eight-books-in-one
volume that includes complete
commentary notes, an intro-
duction to theology, and an
illustrated Bible encyclopedia.
Make Wil lmington's Library
Your Libraryt
Wrltmingtons
GUI.DE
Available at your local Christian bookstore. lf ordering by mail (U.S. and
territories only), include $6.95 for Willmington's Book of Bible Lsts (plus
$1.50 each for postage and handling) or $29.95 lor Willmington's Guide to
the Bible (plus $3.50 each).
ElrynaaLHouse Publishers, lnc., P.O. Box 80, Wheaton, lL 60189
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sen/ants. They have found that many of
these giants of courage and vision had
little time for the deep needs of their staff.
Fundamental "popery" is alive and well
in ttre USA. When the national outreach
of man takes precedence over the imme-
diate flock of servants in his care, then
prepare for tragedy. The religious world
has learned to market these leaders
through r:adio, television, corventions,
book sales, and so forth. While the leader
jets from one place to anothet the flock
at home grows weak, tired, and dis-
couraged. But then, it's far easier to tell
12 million viewers how to raise their chil-
dren than it is to manage and discipline
your own.
Again, you are to be commended.
Thank you!
Dave Hillis
lanham, Maryland
I A log in your eye
Regarding the article entitled "Dis-
graced Preachen," I find it interesting that
the author tries to validate his ooint bv
using an example that is blatantly false.
I refer to the second paragraph in which
Daniel R. Mitchell purports that "some
states consider chiropractors to be
quacks and will not allow them to prac-
tice." Jesus tells us to take a log out of
our own eye before attempting to take
a speck out of our brother's eye. This
statement is certainly a log in your eye.
Not only does it slander the chiropractic
profession, but it also hinders readers
who need chiropractic are from seek-
ing the help they need.
Ifyou have any question regarding the
fact that chiropractic physicians are
licensed in all 50 states, and have been
for some time, please contact the
American Chiropractic Association in
Arlington, Virginia.
Nord S. Isacson, D.C.
Chiropractic Physician
Branford, Connecticut
Editor's note: We apologize for the
error and certainly did not intend to de-
mean the chiropractic profession.
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rugs. Gun control. Defense.
Pornography. Abortion. A
W balanced budget. AIDS. Tixes.
Shaping the Supreme Court. Homo-
sexual "rights." Welfare. Crime control.
Foreign policy. Conservatives. Liberals.
This year's election, perhaps as none
in the history ofour great Republic, brings
a myriad of grarc issues before voters and
candidates alike. The platforms of the two
major political parties clearly reflect a divi-
sion of ideologies. As in our last two
Presidential elections, American voters no
longer have the luxury of making an easy
decision and casting a ballot out of party
lqralty or tndition. hrty labels lose their
r"alue in the battle over great moral and
political principles.
In one telling moment, alone in a vot-
ing booth, each individual voter becomes
responsible for the future of our country
as he chooses the President who will lead
tlfs nation in the years ahead. With so
many critical issues confronting us, how
can we make the right choice? We can
choose the candidates who best represent
the essential principles that form the base
of our moral and political convictions.
In selecting candidates, I look for
those who uphold the principles of the
Judeo-Christian tradition upon which the
Founding Fathers built our nation. These
principles are defined in both the Old and
New Testaments. I often call them the
seven principles that made America great.
The degree to which this nation upholds
these standards will determine her future
greatness-or demise.
The principle of the dignity of
human life (Exod. 2O:13; Matt.
5:21-221. The sanctity of life was once
the cornentone of our society. Today the
blood of over 20 million unborn babies is
on our hands. Every year 1.5 million lives
are destroyed through abortion. The
Giver of all life created man in His own
10 FundamentalistJournal
image. God will surely judge a nation for
such disregard for His creation. We must
choose candidates who will translate our
belief that life is sacred into poliry.
The principle of the traditional
monogamous family (Gen. 2:21-24;
Eph. 5:22-33). The philosophy of self-
graffication cheapens the 'r'alue of the
American voters
no longer have the luxury
of casting a ballot out
of party loyalty or tradition.
traditional family. Statistics on divorce and
single-parent homes no longer shock us.
Sadly, we accept hese situations asinevit-
able consequences of a modern society.
Before the church or government,
God's first institution was the family. The
strength of a society lies in the strength
of her families. We must choose candi-
dates who are committed to the primacy
of the frmily, who discourage govemmen-
tal intrusion into the family, and who
encourage traditional family values.
The principle of common decency
(Gen. 3:7, 2l; Nlatt. 5:27-28; Eph.
5:3-5). Pornograptry slithers into our
homes through magazines and television
progftrms that use porn to glonfy im-
morality and portray virtue as being out
of date. We must choose candidates who
are willing to stand on the front line of the
battle against this industry's vicious
attack on our children and families.
The principle of the work ethic
(Gen. 3:19; Exod. 20:9-10; 1 Thess.
3:10). America's welfare state creates an
unnatural dependence on government as
a caretaker. God commands Christians to
feed the hungry, but He also expects us to
promote the laborer. We must choose can-
didates who are sensitive to the needyand
who offer support for a strong economy-
prwiding jobs that allow our free enter-
prise system to operate without undue
governmental intervention and control.
The principle of the Abrahamic
covenant (Gen. 12:1-3; Rom. ll:l-21.
Throughout history God blessed every
nation in regard to its relationship with
Israel. Since the reestablishing of the State
of Israel, the United States has supported
her right to exist. Israel has been our
greatest ally in the Middle East. We must
choose candidates who support the State
of Israel's right to exist.
The principle of God-centered
education (Deut. 6:4-9; Eph. 6:4). In
the sixties and seventies we saw God
expelled from our schools-no audible
prayers, no biblical accounts of the
Christmas story no recognized Bible
clubs, and so on. The philosoplry of
Secular Humanism now permeates te:<t-
books and teaching methods. We must
choose candidates who will ensure the
freedom of religious beliefs and that
schools no longer mandate the religion of
Secular Humanism.
The principle of the protection of
the citizenry (Gen. 14:13-24; LTim.
5:8). The thought of war is terrifying, but
equally tenifying is the thought of living a
life without fireedom-where God is denied
and where freedom of speech is nonexis-
tent. \4b must choose candidates who sup-
port a strong military defense and are
willing to plan for the security and well-
being of our children.
Exercising our voting privilege is criti-
cal. We must irvestigate the candidates'
positions and compare those positions to
voting records. On November 8, vote for
the candidates who best represent the
princrples that made our nation great. The
choice is ours. T
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o you recall, back when you
were a kid, the intense competi-
tion with the kids next door? If
their house was big, your house was big-
ger. Iftheir dad's car was fast, your dad's
car was faster. You nn faster, jumped
hrgher, talked better. Everything you did
topped the kids next door.
InJohn 3:22-30 we find that same im-
mature, childish attitude, the spirit of
jealousy, envy, and competition. The set-
ting is simple. In northern hlestine, John
the Baptist had crossed from the east side
of the Jordan River to the west side, and
he was baptizing. Down south, Jesus was
also baptizing. Apparently John's disciples
had heard rumorc that more people were
being baptized by Jesus than were being
baptized by John. "And they came unto
John, and said unto him, Rabbi, he that
was with thee beyond Jordan, to whom thou
barest witness, behold, the same bap-
tizeth, and all men come to him" (v. 26).
The disciples of John had determined
that spirituality was measured exclusively
by external criteria, and they were upset.
They said, 'John, we've got to do some-
ttring about this. The popdarity of Jesus is
on the increase. More people are coming
to Him, and fewer are coming to you. We
absolutely need a change."
John's response to this frtal mistake on
the part ofhis disciples reveals three keys
to his character and successfi.tl ministry.
John was spiritually mature.
'John answered and said, A man can re-
ceive nothing, except it be given him from
heaven" (v. 27). John said, "I'm notjealous. I'm not at all upset that there are
bigger crowds with Jesus than there are
with me. I hare no room for a competitive
spirit, for an ervious heart, or for jealous
emotions. I know what God has called me
to do, and my joy comes from doing it."
We harc a tendenry to worry about
othen. Mb get all concerned about hisper-
by Edward G. Dobson
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son and that area and the other ministry.
Suddenly we find ourselves in competition
with each other. If you sing in the choir,
or work on a bus route, or are involved in
the youth ministry, or go out on visitation,
stop comparing yourself to everyone lse.
Know that your joy and fulfillment and
God did not call us
to build buildings,
budgets, and programs.
All of our resources,
commitment, and energy
must be toward reaching
people for Jesus Christ.
peace come in knowing what God has
called you to do and doing it.
John understood his mission. "Ye
yourselves bear me witness, that I said, I
amnot the Christ, but that I am sentbefore
him" (v. 28). In ancient days, before a king
would visit a city, a delegation was sent
ahead to stnighten out the highway, to
smooth out the road, to fill in the potholes,
to prepare for the coming of the king. John
says, "I'm notjealous ofJesus. I am not
upset that He is baptizing more than I am.
I am not the Anointed One. My mission is
to prepare the road. The King is coming."
John was also the friend of Jesus. "He
that hath the bride is the bridegroom: but
the friend of the bridegroom, which
standeth and heareth him, rejoiceth rcatly
because of the bridegroom's voice: ttris my
joy therefore is fulfilled" (v. 29).
The friend of the bridegroom had an
important role in ancient weddings. He
negotiated the wedding contract. He per-
sonally delivered all the invitations. He
presidedat the wedding feast. But hismost
unique privilege was to stand in front of
the bridal chamber. The bride would await
inside, and the friend of the bridegroom
would stand and guard the door until he
heard the voice of the bridegroom. When
the bridegroom czune, he introduced the
bride to the bridegroom. John the Baptist
said, "That's my mission here on earth.
I'm simply here to make the introductions,
to introduce Jesus, the Bridegroom, and
the church, His bride. Once I have heard
the voice of the Bridegroom, my mission
is completed, and my joy is ftrlfilled."
Our mission is to prepare the highway
for the King, and to be the friend who says
to a poor, lost, dying sinner, "I want to
introduce you to Jesus Christ, the King of
Kings. He can absolutely and eternally
revolutionize your life." God did not call us
to build buildings, budgets, and programs.
He called us to win people to Jesus Christ.
All of our resources, commitment, and
energy must be toward reaching people for
Jesus Christ.
John's motives were pure. "He
must increase, but I must decrease"
(v. 30). John said, "This is not an option.
This is not simply nice or hononble. If
Jesus is to increase and be magnified,
honored, glorified, and brought into focus,
it is absolutely necessary for me to be
inferior, to be second place, and to
continue to decrease."
Our motivation must be to magnify
Jesus Christ. We must not be motivated
by a desire to impress people with our
beautiful buildings, or talent, or preach-
ing. We must live each moment to
magnifyJesus Christ and to point the lost
to Him. That motivation will deliver us
from a competitive, jealous, envious
spirit.
We are not in competition with other
churches that preach the same gospel.
Our mission is to reach the 5 billion souls
on planet earth for Christ. God has called
each of us to surrender to Christ's
Iordship, so Jesus alone would be
uplifted and honored and glorified. I
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New American Standard Bible
-I'here 
zrre lots of Bibles
yoll can choose fiom - if
yorr dorr ' t  mind velsions
that "interpret" the Words
of Scripture as originally
penned in Hebrew and
Greek. There is one Bible
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adheres to the original,
inspired Word of'Gocl.
Nen American Standard
Bible. Literally, the best.
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HOPE
FOR THE HOMELESS
he lnuis Gardner family does not like
liv'tnC in their car. They had shared an apart-
ment with another family, but that family
moved out, leaving the Gardners unable to
afford the rent. louis walks every day to his minimum-
wage job. His two daughters walk to school. louis's
wife, Mary stays with the baby in the car all day,
guarding their belongings.
In 1984 the Department of Housing and Urban De-
velopment numbered the homeless at 250,000 to
350,000, while the Community of
creative Non-violence 
^::$T?::d With CfeatiVitythat America's "new poor" num- -- --.--
bered between 2 million and 3 mil- and Uhdel.
HIJI,i fr"*:$f,Tif:ffiffi srandins, we
of ,,hiddenhomeless'Lthoseforced Can Offgf a
i1ji,iPl';:'',::llltftli#:"* lreipins hand
',.,Y:'ff Jlfi"'};'":'::r"fl#:1 that will notbecome a
handout.
tal hospital population who have been released in the
last 20 years; and those who have lost jobs due to
budget cuts. True, many homeless people do not want
to work, but now greater numbers do.
Worse yet, National Trends in Addressing Home-
lessness, areport compiled by the Christian organtza-
tion Partnership for the Homeless, reveals that the
most rapidly growing group of homeless people are
single mothers whose openses oceed their incomes.
The report also points out that more emergency as-
sistance is available for singles alone than for this new
majority of single mothers and children.
Marry of these hometown refugees are fresh
dropouts from the middle class. For example, those
BY JAI{ JOHI{SOI{
beggar, the new poor in America in-
clude the "working poor" who lost
their homes in urban renewal
projects; a third of the national men-
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who frequent the House of Yahweh in
lawndale, California, also spend hours in
the library across the street, reading
books, magazines, and The Wall Street
Joumal. As a result, suburban churches
that previously dealt with few "benevo-
lence cases" are now being swamped
with requests.
How did this happen? Four socie-
tal trends contribute to the increase in
homelessness. First, alcoholism, drug
abuse, and domestic unrest are on the
rise. These are complex problems, but
simply put: Alcoholics and addicts feel
too ashamed to come home. Genagers
run away from abusive parents. Divorce
leaves unemployed or low-paid spouses
unable to find inexpensive places to live.
Second, at least one-third of the
homeless include the mentally ill released
under the "deinstitutionalization" move-
ment of the sixties. Support programs in
the mental health community have not
been able to absorb the 400,000 patients
discharged in the last 30 years.
Also, many people are out of work.
Our current low unemployment rate
reflects only the number of people who
have recently lost their jobs. Nearly a
million others have been jobless so long
that they no longer quffi for unemploy-
ment benefits. Anyone who works at
least one hour a week is not considered
unemployed.
For many of these people, the job
market has changed. Automation has
replaced jobs that unskilled laborers used
to vie for, and those witl poor educations
lack the background to learn high-tech
skills.
To make matters worse, homeless-
ness works against he unemployed per-
son. Once a person lands in the streets
he has dfficulty arriving at a job inter-
view bathed and properly dressed, car-
rying a freshly typed resume. Many
employment programs unintentionally
exclude homeless people by requiring a
permanent address, specific education,
or job skills.
Meanwhile, the replacement of low-
income apartments with office buildings,
luxury hotels, and condominiums has
squeezed out affordable housing. When
the urban renewal programs ordered
ghetto apartments and hotels to be
demolished, many people were left
without homes or prospects of them.
Expensive housing makes the work-
ing poor who live on the edge of their in-
comes prime candidates for homeless-
ness. They survive on minimum wages
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lands in the streets
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dressed, carrying
a freshly typed
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until their rents are raised or their fami-
lies need medical care. Unable to meet
these increased expenses, they set up
housekeeping in cars and cook with camp
stoves in parks. According to veteran
skid-row worker tnya Tiill, "There have
always been those dysfunctional people
and families in times of crisis who have
been homeless, but now we have a whole
strata of society who cannot find hous-
ing commensurate to their incomes."
How have people responded?
Suburban dwellers are surprised by the
increased number of "bag ladies" stand-
ing on street corners. In a backlash,
cities such as Phoenix and Santa Barbarz
enacted tough ordinances against the
homeless. In Santa Cruz, California,
teenagers and even off-duty policemen
sport "Tiollbuster" T:shirts, referring to
the homeless as "trolls" because they
live under bridges.
Other people support emergency
shelters-as long as they are located
somewhere else. For two years emer-
gency shelter las Familias del Pueblo of
lns Angeles had funding, a director, and
several mobile home units, but no ad-
dress. Everyone wanted the shelter, but
not next door. The director finally leased
land sandwiched between a freeway, a
bridge, railroad tracks, and a countyjail.
Dealing with the heightened problem
of homelessness confuses many Chris-
tians. On the one hand, we feel convict-
ed when we hear 1 John 3:17. "But
whoso hath this world's good, and seeth
his brother have need, and shutteth up
his bowels of compassion from him, how
dwelleth the love of God in him?" But on
the other hand, we remember the verse,
"If any will not work, neither should he
eat" (2 Thess. 3:10). Should we waste
money on people who will not help them-
selves? Should we grve money to some-
one who will spend it on liquor?
These are valid questions. In examining
God's attitude toward the poor, we find
that He identified closely with them.
"He that oppresseth the poor
reproacheth his Maker: but he that
honoureth him [God] hath mercy on the
poor" (Prov. 14:31). "He that hath pity
upon the poor lendetl unto the l,ord; and
that which he hath given will he pay him
again" (Prov. 19:17).
God provided the Levitical law to pro-
tect the poor. The Israelites were to
leave the edges of their wheat fields un-
harvested, their fields ungleaned, and
their fallen grapes lying on the ground-
all for the poor to gather ([cv. t9:9). Fur-
thermore, they were to help a poor per-
son by not charging him interest on loans
or selling him food at a profit. If a poor
person had to sell himself into slavery
he was to be given a lighter load. At the
Year of Jubilee, the poor man's land and
freedom would be returned (Lev.25:37,
39-40.).
God also condemned apathy toward
the poor. "He that giveth unto the poor
shall not lack: but he that hideth his eyes
shall have many a curse" (Prov. 28:27).
"The righteous considereth the cause of
the poor: but the wicked regardeth not
to know it" (Prov. 29:D.
he has difficulty
arriving at a iob
interview bathed
Jesus required action. He command-
ed the person who possessed two coats
to share one with someone who has
none, and to share his food the same way
(Luke 3:11). He told the ruling Pharisee
to quit making feasts for friends, rela-
tives, and rich neighbors, and to invite
the poor and the handicapped to dinner
instead (Luke 14:12-14).
The Bible does not differentiate be-
tween the deserving poor and the un-
deserving poor, as many people do today.
Our biblical instructions are simple. On
judgment day Jesus will say to some,
"For I was an hungered, and ye gave me
meat, I was thirsty, and ye gave me
drink: I was a stranger, and ye took me
in: naked, and ye clothed me: I was sick,
and ye visited me: I was in prison, and
ye came unto me. Inasmuch as ye have
done it unto one of the least of these my
brethren, ye have done it unto me"
(Matt. 25:35-36, 40).
Our method of helping, however,
must not promote laziness, which is the
target of the verse "If any will not work,
neither should he eat." But with creativi-
ty and understanding, we can offer a
helping hand that will not become a hand-
out. Thnya Tull suggests a three-
pronged strategy of emergency, transi-
Our method
of helping must
not promote
laziness.
tional, and permanent housing. Chris-
tian organizations are doing just that.
Emergency help is typified by the
overnight shelter. In a church setting this
requires collaboration-within the
church, among several churches, and be-
tween the church and public agencies.
Many of these shelters also offer soup
kitchens, medical clinics, high school
equivalency test programs, and guidance
in acquiring welfare payments, medical
benefits, and food stamps.
Transitional housing mainstreams a
homeless person back into society with
short-term housing. It bridges the gap
between a life of fighting to save one's
belongings on the streets and taking care
of an apartment.
An example of transitional housing is
the Community of Hope, a mission con-
gregation in Washington, DC. This
church renovated an apartment building
to house the church's meeting room;
apartments for families; and community
rooms for a health clinic, a law office, a
jobs program, and a youth program. The
city pays $300 rent per family, while the
families pay a small rental fee which is
deposited into an escrow account for
them. When they leave the shelter, ideal-
ly 90 days later, they get their money
back for start-up expenses.
Permanent housing includes afford-
able apartments or homes. Partnership
for the Homeless uses this creative ap-
proach in New York City. The city reno-
vates apartments seized through
nonpayment of taxes, and hundreds of
them are in turn allocated to Partnership
for placement of homeless families. Part-
nership obtains long-term leases for
amounts equal to the designated shelter
allowances in the tenants' welfare
checks. The city can afford these lower
rental payments because it pays no taxes
and makes no mortgage payments.
How can one person help? The
task seems overwhelming for individu-
als to tackle, but here are four ways we
can make a difference.
SeIf and community education. Snce
the drastic increase in homelessness i
so recent, we often do not understand
the problem and its causes. Christians
can spread the word by talking about it
with their friends, writing letten to their
congressmen or newspaper editors, or
by speaking to church and community
groups. Christians can be the ones who
refuse to sign petitions to prevent the
building of shelters nearby.
Help the "pre-homeless" person. Po-
tential victims include single mothers
who have lost their jobs or newly
divorced men with low-paying jobs. They
may be despondent over personal crises
and without extended families that can
or will help. Friends who understand that
these people are obvious candidates for
homelessness can encourage them dur-
ing hopeless times and help them find
jobs or pay their rent.
Contributn basic necessities. Churches
and relief organizations always need food,
clothing, blankets, toys, deodorant, soap,
toilet paper, and toothpaste. Although
they need regular support, they may not
have the resources to send monthly
reminders. Select a particular organiza-
tion and choose one day each month
either to send money or to gather these
items for them.
Share time and energl Any group
helping the homeless needs volunteers
and donations. Shelters, in particular,
need workers in overnight facilities and
daytime drop-in centers. They also need
people to lead workshops on budgeting
welfare money, to handle finances for the
shelters themselves, or to set up educa-
tional programs for homeless children.
Helping and comforting the homeless
takes no special training. Even a friend-
ly conversation with someone who is not
in a constant state of flux is often help-
firl. Homeless advocacy organizations do,
however, encourage volunteers to in-
terest their friends in serving with them,
so they will have a support system should
they become discouraged.
Contrary to what one might think,
working with the homeless does not hare
to be discouraging. Peter Smith, direc-
tor of Partnership, reports, "We are
blessed by being able to do this work,
because we have the tremendous feel-
ing we are being used as instruments of
the Inrd in an effective manner. We are
making a difference."
That is what Jesus did. He made a
difference.
I Jan Johnson is a free-lance writer
in Inglewood, California. Data references
available on request.
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Burdened for the Forgotten Poor
|- - hey are the forgot-
I  ten poor.  Their
L homes are not the
Salvation Army shelters or
the run-down tenements in
the heart of every large city.
Theirs is a migratory exis-
tence determined by ge-
ography, weather, and the
whims of America's agricul-
tural entrepreneurs. They
are not on welfare, nor do
they receive food stamps.
They are the migrant
workers who crisscross this
country to harvest the crops
we take for granted on our
grocer's shelves.
Migrants arrive in centnl
Florida with the first hint of
a chill in the late-October
air. Citrus fruit season is
approaching. Tidily planted
acres of orange and grape-
fruit trees are loaded with
blossoms that will later be-
come a profitable cash crop.
The workers are earlv. but
they have nowhere else to go. Citrus is
the next crop, and they simply wait for it.
The managers and owners of the
sprawling citrus groves are just begifffng
to adjust he thermostats on their heated
swimming pools as the weather brings the
migrants in. Outside the fences enclosing
the managers' luxurious homes, migrant
families arrive with family members and
a few belongings crunched into a dilapi-
dated car. The families are large. Often
six or eight children peer through the car
windows as they are directed toward the
by Angela Elwell Hunt
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Desperate for a blanket, this chi ld fought his way through the crowd to get the
last blanket from the truck.
Children in the camp
run with the excited energy
of youth during the early
evening, but in the morning
they line up with their
parents to work in the
groves. For most of them,
school is not an option.
They move so often that
they have no chance to
become established in an
educational program. The
older ones are ashamed be-
cause they have no shoes.
They reason that eating is
better than schooling, so
they work to help the family
buy food.
They have few clothes
and no toys. A large family
traveling by car has room
for only a few possessions.
The young learn early not
to be too attached to any-
one or anything.
Medical care is almost
nonexistent. Women often
give birth in the groves.
Many children do not know what a tooth-
brush is. Toddlers play in pools contami-
nated with human waste.
Several times during the growing sea-
son, an old school bus pulls into the
camps. Mignnts stop their work and rush
from the groves to meet the driver and
his wife, who pull boxes of donated items
from the back of the bus. Blankets are
precious, for Florida winter nights can be
damp and chilly. Mothers and small chil-
dren go through boxes, carefiily select-
ing only items they can really use. A small
boy chooses a used pair of tennis shoes
he is sure he can wear. He ouicklv
ramshackle trailers that will serve as
"home" during the picking season.
Stripped clean by migrants of years
past, the trailers have no plumbing, elec-
tricity, heat, or even window screens.
They are merely shells, fit only for keep-
ing off the rain or to use as hiding places
from authorities looking for illegal aliens.
The migrants who arrive first have ac-
cess to the trailers. Iate-coming workers
simply shrug, knowing they will be sleep-
ing in their cars or, if the weather is nice,
on Florida's sandy ground. A camp with
"good" facilities has an outhouse. Many
do not have even that.
discards a double-breasted suit coat in his several hundred miles every week. "We same. We minister to nearly 400,000
size. He would have nowhere to wear it. supply food, clothing, limited medical people, and we are only two-God makes
Older children stand back, awkward care, Christian education, Bibles, tracts, it possible.
and stry. They are embarrassed. When and counseling to migrants in the work "Our ministry operates on prayeq" he
everyone has gone through the bus's and living areas, to street people, and to says simply. He is neither a flaslry speaker
stores, the boxes go back inside and the all others in need," says Wayne. nor a glib orator. But his presence is
bus moves on to another camp. "We'll be Why do they place such an emphasis overpowering. He is a big man whose
back soon," the driver promises. on helping the poor? "Because ow goal huge hands clench and unclench as he ex-
Wayne Vanderpoel and his wife, is to reach everyone with the gospel of plains the plight of the migrants. His hair,
Marie, were led of God to build this minis- Jesus Christ. If we see a severe need and now a silver gray, is shorn to within a
try to the forgotten poor. Wayne is a we share Christ without filling that need, quarter-inch of his head, military style. In
serious man with a crusty demeanor and we will not find a responsive ear. But if his usual white cotton short-sleeved shirt
a soft heart. He has compassion for those we meet that need, we find an open door and k*raki trousers, he resembles a safari
on "the other side of the tracks," be- for the gospel. We believe you should fint guide.
cause he was once there himself. minister to the physical needs, meet the In many respects he is a guide. Most
Vanderpoel says that in the sixties he medical and educational needs, then we central Floridians are unaware that
was a "lost soul" serving a five-year can present the gospel effectively. mignnts even exist. Vanderpoel is the
sentence in Florida State Prison. guide who leads them to com-
One of his prison jobs involved passion.
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fortable. He was working in the People aren't even listening to the
insurance business ff ;il; Dr' Ringenberg t eating a migrant child in the mission building ;l;." But he asked pe-ople to
ilffij"#}i ffi:"#*[j"rfi'il1,Tf$ The families are large. lffi."off$ff:,ffi'#X': to vanderpoe|s
donations for these ne9{y g1nle, an! Childfen peef thfOUgh Cars began circling the block, and
Vanderpoel began to feel that God want-
ed him to rp"nd ,[ his time serving the Caf WffiOOWS aS mey afe poel's garage, including over 400 blankets.
needy. "What needy?" he wondered. difeCted tOWafd the Nowhe.hadanotherproblem.ThechurchThen he learned about he migrants. -- - -r-- - r-, " l- 
-.r--- 
van could not hold all the supplies. He had
"Istilllackedthehithtogofi;lltime," famshaCklg tfailefS ;t dth" seats out, but he needed a
Vanderpoel r calls. "I said, 'God, don't that Will Sefve :"rtT size socket wrench and he did notaskmetogtveupmyjob-mytaithisn't "; ; '  " -: .-;- ' .-  have it .
that strong.' But through the Scriptures, aS tth0me" dUfing 
- 
All tlt" stores were closed. Vanderpoel
God showed me His plan for our work
with the needy." 
 the picking season' l';?H:J: 
his knees and asked God for
Wayne and Marie made the commit-
ment to help others. They sold his in-
sulzmce business and quit their jobs. "To
this day, God hasn't let us down,"
Vanderpoel says.
Today their Migrant Care Ministries
serves in 27 counties of Florida and in
tlree other countries: the Dominican
Republic, Haiti, and hragury.Just this
sunmer, clothing was sent to the Amazon
via the ship, Good. Samaritnn. The
Vanderpoels ive in Pinellas hrk, but their
daily journeys to the migrant camps cary
them throughout Florida on circuits of
Several area churches regularly sup-
port Migant Care Ministries by donations
of money, food, and used clothing. Special
drives in December ensure that each
mignnt child has at least one new toy for
Christmas.
Part of this ministry is simply to ex-
pose "comfortable" church members to
the needs of others. As long as there is
room on the bus, Vanderpoel welcomes
others to come along and help out. Those
who ride with him are never quite the
Thirty minutes later a woman came
to the house with a bag of clothing and
blankets. 'As I was leaving the house 30
minutes ago," she explained, "I saw this
gadget my late husband used to use to
work on his car. I thought, 'Migrants harc
cars, too,' so I brought it along."
It was the very size wrench Vander-
poel had prayed for. He filled the van and
delivered the blankets. Now he carries the
wrench with him when he speaks, "to
keep me humble. Every time I look at
that wrench I am reminded of God's hith-
fulness and power." t
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Grandparenting
A Joyous Responsibility
My grandmothers were strong.
They followed plows and bent to toil.
They moued through fields sowing seed.
They touched earth and grain grew.
-Margaret Abigail Walker
Whether your grandmother
was an ample baker of cherry
pies or the slim matriarch
who ran a family and a busi-
ness with strength, you owe
much to her. Whether your
grandfather was a business-
man, a farmer, or a laborer,
it is from his work and being
that you gathered your
existence.
In a recent study of 300 children and 300 grand-
parents, the bond between gnndchildren and grand-
parents was found to be second in emotional power
and influence only to the parent-child relationship.
The same research revealed
that although only 5 percent of
the children experienced an
intimate relationship with their
grandparents, the children as
a group indicated they felt a
close, natural connection with
their grandparents and a
strong, emotional need for
close attachment to at least
one grandparent. When the
bond was broken or not
looks into a window
that opens on
the future.
headed, O God, forsake me not; until I have shewed
thy strength unto this generation, and thy power to
every one that is to come" (Ps. 71:17-18).
Grandparents have the joyous responsibility of
showing God's strength and power to the genera-
tions that follow. Men and women who commit them-
selves to godly gnndparenting will reap a bounty of
rewards and benefits.
Biological renewal. The grandparent who
looks into the face of his grandchild looks into a win-
dow that opens on the future, a future he himself will
be unable to enter. Even as life is shortening for the
grandparent, life continues through the grandchild.
Many grandparents find peace and contentment in
the knowledge that their lives will go on through their
children's children.
Emotional renewal.
One grandmother recently
remarked, "My gnndchildren
keep me from getting lone-
some. They help me forget
about all my problems." The
primary relationship between
grandchild and grandparent
should be affectionate and
recreational. It involves very
few of the rigorous responsi-
The grandparent
who looks into the
face of his grandchild
acknowledged by the grandparent, the children felt
wounded, as if a vital part of themselves were misslng.
In today's society, when many grandparents and
grandchildren are separated by geography and
lifestyles, we might easily overlook the im-
portance of grandparents. Responsible Christian
grandparents want to leave a lasting legacy to their
grandchildren.
The psalmist wrote, "O God, thou hast taught
me from my youth: and hitherto have I declared thy
wondrous works. Now also when I am old and gray-
BY RONALD E.  HAWKINS
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bilities of parenting. This relaxed feeling provides a
blissful atmosphere for the child and often results in
feelings of affirmation and love that build his self-
esteem.
We have all seen those heavily padded paddles
in gift shops, lovingly labeled "Grandma's Paddle."
A child can be at peace with his grandparents. He
will be disciplined, certainly, but usually by his
parents.
Vicarious enjoyment. Even as a grandparent
proudly pulls his "brag book" of photographs from
a pocket, he relishes the accomplishments, beauty,
and talents of his grandchildren as if they were his
Photo by Brian Sulliwn
own. Happy are grandparents who share
vicariously in the achievements of their
younger selves.
Those who wish to be godly
G-R-A-N-D-P-A-R-E-N-Ts should con-
sider the following.
Godliness. Grandparents who
model biblical holiness leave their grand-
children an invaluable legacy. Blessed is
the child whose gnndparents remind him
that he is being prayed for every day of
his life. Grandparents who love the Bible,
believe in prayer, and consistently model
biblical holiness leave a rich impression
on the minds of their grandchildren.
Respect. Grandparents need to
teach the young to respect the authority
of God, His Word, and the institutions
authorized by that Word: family, home,
and government. Blessed is the child
whose grandparents insist on respect
where it is due.
Affection. Everyone needs to know
he is loved by someone. Parents love
their children, but frequently in the busy
and demanding em'ironment of the home
the assurance of love is lost. Grand-
parents are usually not attached to such
busyness, nor to a high level of expecta-
tion. Grandma is happy if her grandchil-
dren eat their cookies and drink their
milk. Gnndpa is happy if the young ones
listen to his stories. Grandparents should
be the incarnation of unconditional love.
God's love is often defined against he
backdrop of unconditional acceptance.
Such an accepting love does much to
build self-esteem and confidence in the
life of a child. Blessed is the child who
can run to his gnndparents' arms when
growing up is difficult.
Needy. We live in a society where
people are taught to hide their vulner-
ability, but grandparents are needy
people. They cannot go too fast or too
far. They tire easily. Often they must be
helped by an outstretched hand. Blessed
is the child who learns to reach out with
joy. Such a child learns to be tender and
compassionate.
Devotion. Grandparents often
model the true values of marriage.
Though their youth and beauty are gone,
in them grandchildren can still see
tenderness and devotion between a man
and a woman. The grandchild will see
that friendship and devotion are the ties
that truly bind a marriage in love. Blessed
is the child whose grandparents love one
another.
Patience. Though patience is a fruit
of the Holy Spirit working in our lives,
mothers, fathers, brothers, and sisters
are not always patient. Blessed is the
child whose grandparents eem to have
all the time in the world for him. Grand-
parents who allow time for perfection to
grow, who instill confidence that the task
will be mastered someday, if not today,
are truly wise.
Affirmation. Children need to be
challenged by affirmation. Grandparents
who help their gnndchildren see how far
they have come, how gifted they are, and
what joy they bring, help these children
go far in a world where self-esteem is
regularly shattered. Blessed are the chil-
dren whose grandparents bring them to
the celebration of what is, and call them
away from fear over what is not yet.
Reaching out. In the words of Erik
Erikson, grandparents must make sure
5r7OO Grace College Graduates are...
..just about everywhere! They are
executives, owners of businesses,
dogtors, nurses, film makers,
missionaries and attorneys. Grace
grads are great teachers, counselots,
pastors, law officers, accountants,
musicians, biologists, moms, dads,
and ...well, you get the idea.
Grace College offers you the rare
opportunity for a top-quality
academic education coupled with
real spiritual growth. Earn your
degree in any one of nearly 50
fields which are available to you
at Grace. In the process,
experience an atnosphere of
Christian mattrrity.
200 Seminary Drive,
Winona I-ake. IN 46590
What k tour planned major?
Mail to: Director of Recmitment,
Grace College,
200 Seminary Driae
lilinona Lal'c, IN 46590.
Or call: 1-800-54-GMCE
In Indiana call l-800-845-2930.
FJ1088
Mail the coupon below lbr more
information about a Christian
college experience. And be pre-
pared to go... just about anywhere!
Name of gour high rchool
Town whw gour H.S. is louted
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FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS ISSUED BY:
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BONDS MATURE SEMI-ANNUALLY THROUGH 15
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Adjustable'
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expansion as the fasfest growing such school in the world."
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OPPOSITE THIS PAGE, OR WRITE:
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P. O. Box 51080
Amarillo, TX 79159-1080
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CALENDAR
October
7*Dr Falwell speaks at First Baptist Church,
Euless, Texas
|O-Hans Christian speaks at LU
12-Ted Engstrom speaks at LU
13*Dr Falwell speaks at Sagemont Baptist
Church, Houston, Texas
13-1S-ScareMare
|7-Crawford Loritts speaks at LU
20-22-ScareMare
2|-23-Homecoming Weekend at LU
2l -Miss Liberty Pageant
22-Larnelle Harris Concert at LU
27-29-ScareMare; TRBC Youth Conference
28-Dr. Falwell speaks at Highview Baptist
Church, Louisville, Kentucky
31-Pat Williams speaks at LU
The Thomas Road Youth
Department has produced
ScareMare for the past 16
years. When guests com-
plete their macabre tour
through ScareMare's
"house of death," youth
workers present the gospel
to them. [:st year a
record 1,330 people made
professions of faith in
Jesus Christ.
When the doors creak
open for ScareMare 1988
(see Calendar for dates),
the TRY staff will be
geared up in a monstrous
effort to break the previous
records.
More importantly, they
are ready to share the
gospel, so those attend-
ing the "house of death"
might receive the gift
of eternal life.
New Home for Godparent Ministry
The Liberty Godparent
Home will be moving into
the former Villa Maria
Academy property. An
agreement reached between
Dr. Jerry Falwell and the
property's owners M. Van
and Carrie l,ewis calls
for a S-year lease
with an additional S-year
option.
Mark DeMoss,
Dr. Falwell's aide, says the
home's present Eldon
Street location is no longer
big enough for the program.
The Liberty Godparent
Ministry which has
provided an alternative
to abortion for pregnant
girls since 1982, now
accommodates only 18 girls.
Dr. Norm Pratt, executive
vice president of the home,
says he has to refer five
girls each day.
The school is situated
on 18 beautiful acres.
Facilities include one wing
of administrative offices,
one wing of two-story
dorms, and another wing
that contains more class-
rooms and a gymnasium
where the girls could enjoy
recreation even in bad
weather.
The Godparent Home
received a certificate of
occupancy from the city on
August 8. DeMoss said it
would be cost effective
for the ministry to lease the
property rather than build
a new home at this time
because the Falwell
Ministry is currently
involved with plans for
its new 10,000-seat
sanctuary that will cost
$30 million.
I Thman Pugh
ScareMare
taff Mounts
ItJtllonstroustt
Effort o
Top Record'
Breaking Year
When Scott Wheeler of
Goode, Virginia, stepped up
to purchase tickets for last
year's ScareMare he didn't
realize he would make
Thomas Road Youth Minis-
try history. At 8:15 p.m. on
the ninth and final night,
Scott became person num-
ber 10,683 to attend Scare-
Mare that season, helping
to break the all-time record.
The previous record was
set in 1982 when 10,682
people attended this Central
Virginia evangelistic activity
in 11 nights.
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Jim and Joy Soward
University, where he
majored in music and
minored in Bible. He served
as assistant pastor to Bob
Gray at Tiinity Baptist
Church in Jacksonville,
Florida, for more than two
years in the early sixties.
He returned there to serve
as public relations director
and to teach music and
Christian education at
Trinity Baptist College from
r977-7W9.
In the early seventies
Jim served for a year and a
half as director of Sunday
school ministries at
University Baptist Church
in Jacksonville, Florida, and
he carried Sunday school
attendance to new heights.
Pastor Jack Dinsbeer says
Jim was a motivator and the
kind of man who could
organize anything and make
sure it ran.
Jim joined Dr. Jerry
Falwell's staff in the sixties
to help expand the TRBC
Sunday school ministry. Jim
served the church in several
capacities throughout his
many years at Thomas
Road. He also worked as
coordinating manager of
direct mail at the Old:Time
Gospel Hour ministry and
later added the title of
purchasing director.
Jim was 6-foot-5 and over
200 pounds. He was "bigger
than life" not only in physical
size but in soul and spirit.
One of Jim's former co-
workers, Bobb Raysor, says,
"Jim would not want us to
bemoan the brevity of his life.
He did more in his 57 years
than many people do in much
longer life spans."
Jim often traveled with
Dr. Falwell as he preached
in churches across America.
Dr. Falwell says, "Jim Soward
was the most talented person
I've ever known. With that
talent he possessed great
integrity and strength of
character. In the 28 years
I have known Jim, he was
always a man without guile.
He was truly one of my best
and most loyal friends. I
will deeply miss him."
The Lord saw fit to callJim
home ahead of us to explore
heaven in adlance of our
arrival. Those who knew him
well fully expect him to guide
them on their fint tour of their
new, eternal home. With his
familiar chuckle and genial
grin, Jim will announce, "I'll
tell you what, son, you ain't
seen nothin' yet!"
Kav L. Ravsor
LU Receiues
Division I
Status
Liberty University's
athletic department recently
received official notification
that its application for
NCAA Division I status has
officially been approved.
Liberty fulfilled a two-year
compliance period in which
it had to abide by all Divi-
sion I rules and regulations,
and officially became a I-AA
institution September 1.
"The letter from the
NCAA informing us of our
acceptance culminates a lot
of hard work by our entire
athletic department,"
Flames athletic director Al
Worthington commented. "I
am excited about the
challenge facing our teams
this fall as we enter this
new era."
The first team to com-
pete in Division I, other
than the Flames baseball
team which has been
classified Division I since
the 1984 season, was the
volleyball team. The lady
Flames squared off with the
University of North Carolina
September 2.
Al Worthington
Friends Pay
Tlibute to
Jim Soward
On August 27 James
Eblin Soward, Jr., former
co-pastor of Thomas Road
Baptist Church, died of a
heart attack.
Born in Pensacola,
Florida, on July 25,1931,
Jim was a son of Cathaleen
Strickland Soward and the
late James E. ("Pop")
Soward, Sr. He is survived
by his wife, Joy Johnson
Soward: his mother: three
children, Jim, David, and
Cheryl; his daughter-in-law,
Roxanne; his brother
Donald Edward Soward of
Houston, Gxas; and his
sister Drucilla Howard of
Raleigh, North Carolina.
Jim had been employed
by Evangelism Explosion, a
ministry of Dr. D. James
Kennedy's Coral Ridge
Presbyterian Church in Fort
I^auderdale. Florida. for the
past year, working in direct
mail and marketing.
Jim Moon, TRBC co-
pastor, says, "When I think
of Jim, I think of how he did
a little of everything. But
perhaps I think most about his
singing. I loved his singing.
There was a song called
'Justified' that nobody ever
sang quite like Jim."
Don Norman recalls,
"Jim always had something
funny to say to relieve the
tension in the most pres-
sured situations. He always
had humorous little stories to
share and pet names for peo-
ple-names like 'frog lips.' "
Asked to briefly describe
his career goals, Jim once
responded, "Serve God,
serve others, be successful
in my field."
In 1961 Jim earned a
bachelor of arts degree
from Tennessee Temple
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Morgan Hout Head Goach
"It's one thing to say
you're a big-time football
program, but it's another
thing to actually be a big-
time football program." No
one knows this better than
Morgan Hout. He has been
at the big-time level, first
with Jerry Claiborne at
Maryland during the Terps'
glory years, then with Dal
Shealy at Richmond while
Shealy brought the mori-
bund Spider football pro-
gram back to respectability
and beyond.
When Hout arrived at
Liberty, he was faced with
a struggling Liberty football
program. "There was a lot
of compromise at one time.
You can't have that in
Liberty football. Just be-
cause you play football, it
doesn't mean that you can't
have sound spiritual and
academic programs. That
ideal was lost for a time
here.
"We haven't been as
successful on the score-
board as we would like,
but there have been many
victories outside the score-
board. Since we've been
here, more than 250 people
have been saved. We could
have taken shortcuts,
brought people in here who
didn't f i t with Liberty's
phiiosophy, but we didn't
want to do that."
Hout follows in the foot-
steps of the Flames' first
football coach, Lee "Rock"
Royer, "the greatest Chris-
tian and greatest coach I
knew. He is the reason I
am in college coaching
today."
Hout may not have been
the pioneer who started the
Flames football program,
but he can understand the
feeling. "The program has
shown great improvement
since our beginning." As an
example, Hout points to the
number of Flames who
stayed on campus this sum-
mer to continue condition-
ing. "We had 60 kids here,
committed to success in Di-
vision I. Before, it was hard
to get 5 kids to stay
through the summer."
Division I presents a
whole new set of problems
to be solved. Liberty
recruits on one-third less of
a budget than most other
I-AA programs. "It's really
a tribute to our coaching
staff that we can get Divi-
sion I kids in here. We
came in second to Miami
(the national champions),
Florida, and San Diego
State on several kids. We're
getting better recognition.
"The [,ord has given us
great things like the weight
room downstairs. God also
gave us Dave Williams, who
could be coaching at a
major university. I believe
the wins will come, step by
step."
Tom I-andry, Hout points
out, was at Dallas seven
years before he had a win-
ning season. "l 'm not com-
paring myself to Landry,
one of the greatest coaches
of all time, but I believe we
have built the foundation at
Liberty for victory."
He puts all this into per-
spective: "I want to win,
not for our glory, not for
my glory. It may sound
trite, but I want to win so
that we can magnify the
Lord. I want us to be win-
ners in football and in
ministry."
Date
September 3
September 10
September 17
September 24
October 1
October 8
October 22
october 29
November 5
November 12
November 19
1988 Libeily University Football Sehedule
A sign hangs in the
weight room in the Hancock
Athletic Center. In green
and gold lettering, the origi-
nal colors of the Lynchburg
Baptist College Flames, it
states, "PRIDE AREA/I
can do all things through
Christ who strengtheneth
me./Phil. 4:13." It was
placed in the tiny weight
room of the original football
facility by coach Royer.
"When I arrived here, I
found it stuck in a corner,
high on a wall where it
could hardly be seen. I
brought it down and put
it in a prominent place.
That sign epitomizes our
program ideal. If we
get away from that, our
program is in trouble."
Sports fans will want to
watch the "Morgan Hout
Football Show" throughout
this playing season. This
nationwide television show
airs on FamilyNet cable
network, Saturdays at 12:00
noon; on Tempo cable
network, Tuesdays at 7:00
p.m.; and on Home Team
Sports cable network,
Thursdays at 4:00 p.m.
Roxie Inckwood
Opponent
at Edinboro
Tennessee T ch
at Eastern lllinois
Morchead State
at James Madison
at Elon College
Western lllinois
(Homecoming)
Youngstown Slale
Central Florida
at Kutztown
at Towson State
Time
1:00 PM
1:40 PM
6:30 PM (CST)
1:40 PM
2:00 PM
2:00 PM
1:40 PM
1:40 PM
1:40 PM
1:00 PM
1:30 PM
ur hearts sank as we en-
tered the small building
that housed our fledgling
church and teaching/
counseling ministry. Even
before we opened the large brown paper
bag on the table we knew its contents.
Someone else was handing in his teach-
ing materials-in the middle of the semi-
nar, as usual. It happened so often that
I felt like someone had kicked me in the
stomach.
The telephone rang. The caller was
the woman "the Lord led" to resign half-
way through her commitment. She
phoned to explain that because of her
"integrity" she was informing us of her
decision, rather than merely dropping off
her materials without a word, as she
knew others had done.
I asked her why she thought the lnrd
wanted her to quit even though a lot of
people were depending on her, even
though there were six weeks remaining
in a course that was being greatly used
to bring many unsaved women to the
knowledge of Christ. (She herself had
been won to Christ through this outreach
ministry.) She referred again to her
integrity. Our conversation ended. My
by  Mar i l yn  Barnes
heart was extremely heavy.
My husband and I have served the
lnrd for 25 years. Our happy memories
are countless. Nevertheless, looking
back, we also recall times of distress and
discouragement-not brought on by the
unsaved world or unbelievers' opposition.
The most disheartening
times were occasions when
God's people gave their
word that they would take
certain jobs, only to have
them be "led of the Lord"
to give up.
The most disheartening limes were
occasions when God's people gave their
word that they would take certain jobs, frtl-
fill a commitment, meet a need, accept a
responsibility, carry a part of the ministry,
fill a post-only to have them be "led of
the Lord" to give up the jobs, leave ttre
positions of seryice, vacate the places of
faithfulness, *alk away from the responsi-
bilities, forsake the promises, turn in the
materials, withdrav support, cast off com-
mitment, drop the burden of ministry.
David Jeremiah, pastor of Scott
Memorial Baptist Church in San Diego,
California, gave this definition of integrity.
"Keeping my commitment(s) even if the
circumstances when I made the commit-
ment(s) haue changed.
Scripture says, "Lying lips are abomi-
nation to the Lord: but they that deal
truly are his delight" (Prov. 12:22). We
know God always keeps His promises.
Since we are to become more like Him
in every way, we too are obligated to
faithfully keep our promises to Him and
to one another (see Eccl. 5:17).
A banner of faithfulness. One
man relating his experiences as a church-
planter said , ' 'lt was definitely the
hardest ask I have ever attempted in my
many years of Christian service." To him,
the chief hindrance was lack of personal
integrity on the part ofco-laborers. Peo-
ple said they were willing to follow the
"go" of the gospel, but soon unkept
commitments were common. He
described aprelalent pattern. People en-
thusiastically began their individual
responsibilities, but when the inevitable
hard work increased they found that "the
Lord" wanted them to quit.
"Often," he said, "people would
leave with their par-
ticular commitment
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unfulfilled and their work uncompleted.
Amazingly, some quit even before they
had started their jobs! I can identify with
Paul when he wrote that Demas had for-
saken him. Numerous times I felt utter-
ly forsaken by my brothers and
sisters in Christ." He told of the lack of
allegiance and loyalty on the part of
mature Christians, which often caused a
shortage of people to help nurture the
new believers.
In Ouercoming Aduersity, Mark
Bubeck wrote, "We know that Satan is
the clever intensifier of all our human
but we must remember that God's Word
does not promise that our service for
Christ will be easy or without struggles.
On the contrary we are told that we are
in a spiritual battle and that we will en-
counter hardships. However, during
these trials we can ask for and receive
more of God's sustaining race to help
us keep our commitments.
David's prayer should be our prayer.
"Judge me, O Lord, according to my
righteousness" (Ps. 7:8). "l-et integrity
and uprightness preserve me; for I
wait on thee" (Ps. 25:2I).
Bible college in Europe where my hus-
band and I teach, said to me-struggling
to choke back tears-i'You know, some
of my dad's best friends'have deserted
him. Even some of the people he led to
the lnrd have just left our church. It's
killing both my parents! What can I do
to help them?"
Can it be that many Christian work-
ers' children are left thoroughly bewil-
dered, deeply grieved, and even spiritu-
ally damaged as they have helplessly
witnessed their parents' pain? We in the
adult sector of the body of Christ need
to consider the enormous influenceweaknesses; he will push to the
ultimate each problem that
originates in our human frail-
ties." We all look for "rea-
sons" to quit doing things we
find dfficult and discouraging,
A behavior pattern for
young people. A preacher's
son who attends the continued on page 58
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"Here I stand. I can do no other."
hen in 1SIT
super-salesman
Johann Tetzel
toured Saxony to peddle
letters of indulgence that
would release the immortal
souls of Christians from the
pains of purgatory Martin
hther, professor of theology
at the radical new university
of Wittenberg, raised the
banner of protest. To warn
his students of the heresies
in this sale, he challenged
Tetzel to debate. His
arguments-9S of them-he
nailed on the door of All
Saints' Church. "They
preach mad," he wrote,
"who say that the soul flies
out of purgatory as soon as
the money thrown in the
chest rattles."
This challenge was the
foundation of Protestantism.
and the genesis of sweeping
reforms in the Roman
Catholic church. The
cour:iage and determination of
this man established the re-
ligious philosophy by which
two out of every five Ameri-
cans live, and made a lasting impact on
human thought.
In his assault on an establishment a
thousand years old, wealthy and power-
ful Christendom, Luther hazarded the
destruction of his physical body by burn-
ing at the stake, and the eternal damna-
tion of his soul. Heretics had burned
before him, and hundreds more were to
by Wallace Robb
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die after him. Yet four years later at
Worms he stood before the newly elected
Holy Roman Emperor Charles V and the
princes ofthe church. Asked by Charles
to recant, he refused, declaring, "Here
I stand. I can do no other."
He so enraged the church that Pope
l.eo X, excommunicating him, and direct-
ing that his writings should be burned,
proclaimed to the church, 'A wild boar
hath entered thy vineyard."
'At last I began
to understand thejustice of God as
that by which thejust man lives by
the gift of God,
that is to say, by
fa i th . . . .a t th i s
I felt myself to
have been born
again, and to have
entered through
open gates into
paradise itself."
-Martin Luther
Tetzel's salesmanship
was meant to raise money
for the building of a Renais-
sance extmaganza, the larish
Basilica of Saint Peter in
Rome. In addition, although
Ilther at this time was un-
amre of this, money was
needed to repay the Fugger
hmily, financial wizards of the
medieral world, for money
advanced in the promotion of
the fuchbishop of Mainz to
his high office. llther as a young man had
visited Rome, the center of the Christian
world, and had been shocked by blatant
displays of wealth and comrption.
After his declaration at \4brms, Ilther
was saved from death by the political
climate of his time, and by the irwention
of a new information media-printing.
Before he faced his accusers, all of Ger-
many had been flooded with copies of his
"Ninety-Five Theses," and by his books
including On the Fred,om of a Christinn.
The nobility of Germany, and even to
some extent the Emperor himseH, saw in
Ilther's arguments an opportunity to es-
cape the dominance of Rome. The
peasants, at the bottom of the feudal
hierarctry, used the same arguments to
justify revolution.
Between Wittenberg and Worms,
llther's witings had gone far beyond a
simple attack on the sale of indulgences.
Many churchmen had been unhappy
about these sales, and doubtful of the
religious arguments that supported
them. But now Luther's writings and
preaching were aimed at the whole struc-
ture and authority ofthe mother church.
First, he asserted that the salvation
of man came directly by divine grace
from God. By this he solved what for him
had been a lifelong dilemma, the vision
of Christ as both an avenging angel and
as the Saviour. Next he insisted on the
supremacy of the Bible as the canon of
Christian conduct. To bring this to all
men he began the 1l-year task of trans-
Iating the Bible into the clear language
of high German. He condemned the wor-
ship of relics and saints as pagan cus-
toms. He disputed the doctrine of the
transubstantiation of the bread and wine
used in communion. The presence of
communicants, he insisted, was essen-
tial in saying mass. And he demon-
strated his disapproval of the celibacy of
the clergy by marrying Katharina von
Bora in 1525.
To this impressive list of reforms he
added one which the church could not ig-
nore. He challenged the concept ofpapal
infallibility itself. When the papal bull ex-
communicating him came into his pos-
session, he burned it in the same way
as it directed the burning of his own
works. Since every man had within him
the spark of divinity, then every man
must consult his own conscience. His at-
tacks on the papacy became more and
more virulent.
In the ordered chain of church and
state authority that gave a semblance of
stability to the Middle Ages, these were
not disputes or reforms, but revolution.
Unity was essential to face the Tirrkish
Janissaries of Suleyman the Magnificent
as they came close to the gates of Vien-
na. The kings of England and France
threatened to unite against he emperor.
The long series of crusades to restore
access to the holy places had come to
a disgraceful end, with Christian fighting
Christian. And now, this turbulent monk!
The structured world of a millennium was
turning upside down.
Eventually the Catholic church took
action, but it was too little and too late.
Had the Council of Tlent with its great
promise of reforms begun its work in
1520 rather than in 1545, there may have
of relics and saints.
He disputed the doctrine of
He condemned the worship
death." A devoted family man, he played
the lute (thus conforming to his sur-
name), and wrote trymns whose sincerity
rings through to the present day. He took
his pastoral and parochial duties serious-
ly, and indeed died after a fatiguing winter
journey to mediate a dispute.
Luther lived in a world that accepted
war as not only inevitable, but necessary.
The entire social system was based on
the predication of military service in
return for land. The enonnous castles of
the great lords still dominated the sur-
rounding farrnlands, although the cannon
was rapidly reducing their military effec-
tiveness. The warrior knight in armor
still rode into battle, although he, too,
was being made obsolete by the musket.
Even in the brief times of peace, the ac-
tivities of the nobility were the war
games of hunting and jousting. When in
1520 Henry VIII of England and Francis
I of France met in peace at the Field of
the Cloth of Gold, they met as warrior
kings in armor, with the trumpeting of
heralds and the proud display ofbanners.
Even in his more temperate writing
Luther frequently used the language of
war-the sword, the shield, the armor.
In the lrymn for which he is most famous,
'A Mighty Fortress Is Our God," the
metaphor is military. He was aware of the
problem for the individual Christian, and
discussed it in a homily entitled
"Whether the Soldier Can Also Be in a
State of Grace." The answer was yes.
But he himseHwas not a man to bite back
the violent word or to readily turn the
other cheek.
Martin Luther died in L!16. That year
saw the beginning of religious wars in
Europe that were to last, with brief in-
termissions, for a hundred years, bring-
ing misery to the continent-and, if one
looks for a blessing, a stream of refugees
to settle America.
Each generation has within it a
catalyst for change of the human condi-
tion. Some ages may demand a wild boar.
While there was in Luther enough of the
rash and rabid to make Ico X's metaphor
not wholly inappropriate, the Reformer's
works would seem to demand a more
positive figure. Luther was the catalyst
of Christian reform. The changes he
evoked were deeper, wider, and longer-
lasting than any since. The world will
never be the same. It will ever be better.
I Wallace Robb is a freelance writer
in Saanichton, British Columbia, Canada.
the transubstantiation
of the bread and wine
used in communion.
been no Protestant Reformation. But the
reverse is possibly also true; without a
Reformation there might have been no
Council of Tfent.
Luther frequently wrote that he had
no wish to destroy the church, but to
bring it to a more basic and direct Chris-
tianity. Nor did he wish to bring down the
political hierarchy of feudalism. In writing
his "Address to the German Nobility" he
urged moral reform on the princes, so
the lives of peasants might be more
tolerable.
Considering the vigor with which
Luther directed reforms and protests-
he wrote thousands ofletters, preached
hundreds of sermons-he might be
thought o have been aggressive, unfeel-
ing, and opinionated. But if we are to be-
lieve his contemporaries, this was true
of him only when he had mounted the
pulpit.
As a monk, Luther was a man of
peace. But his writings and sermons
were frequently violent and intemperate,
and undoubtedly incited some of his sup-
porters to physical action. Speaking of
the bishops and cardinals, he said,
"What do they better deserve than a
strong uprising that will sweep them from
the earth. And we would smile to see it
happen." And of the peasants who van-
dalized churches during the Peasant
Revolt of 1525 his comment was, 'A
rebel is not worth answering with argu-
ments, for he does not accept hem. The
answer for such mouths is a fist that
brings blood to the nose."
In his prilate life he was shy and self-
effacing, and as a young man, complete-
ly lacking in confidence, "walled around
with the terror and agony of sudden
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lrould he ever actually enjoy studyng
the Bible?
Will he ever be able to take what he's
learned in Sunday School and put it into
practice during Monday, Thesday, Wednesday,
Thursday, and ftiday School?
In an ongoing effort o keep our Sunday
School materials relevant, we at Scripture
Press are agonizing over these same difficult
questions.
PrixnmV and Middler/Junior
Ibaching &uidns nnw olfer
re dw e d- siae repro dutt;inns of
student guidn p ag es - c om,p Letn
with fillnd-in answerc. Studmt
Ouidn pages now feature full-
colori contum,porary grapluics.
In addition, eath lcsson's Bibl,e
stnry reinforcemmt and life
applicakon are on thn frorrt
and ba,ck of a si;:ngl,e
perforated page.
What on earth woalil
nnketfllis Ktilwantto
attenil scfroof n a $unda/?
And we're doing something about it.
For example, begirmng this September,
our cuniculum will be more relevant than
ever before: more colo4 a more contemporary
look, easier to teach.
Tb take a look at free samples of
these improved lessons, contact your local
curriculum supplier or call 1-800-828-1825.
lbgethel maybe we'll convince a few
kids they can leam a lot at school.
Even on Sundav.
Scrtpture hess Pttblicatiotts, Inc
Making E\)ery SundnA Cauril
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> Martin htther's 'A Mightg
Fottress" resounds with the faith
that lead the Refonnation.
Charles lo7*rg ruonstructs
eaents that influenced the powerful
words.
A mighty fortress is our God,
A bulwark never failing;
Our helper He, amid the flood
Of mortal ills prevailing:
For stiil our ancient foe
Doth seek to work us woe;
His craft and power are great,
And, armed with cruel hate,
On earth is not his equal,
We know litfle about how or when
Martin l,uther wrote this Reformation
hymn. Basing his words on the l^atin
Vulgate's version of Psalm 46, he either
composed the music himself or borrowed
from an already popular German tune.
Roland H. Bainton, in his biography
Here I Stand. clatms that Luther crafted
these lines "in the year of his deepest
depression." Many historians believe this
would have been during the late 1520s.
Luther's plight began four years
after posting ltts Nirwty-fiae Theses, whrch
ultimately led to the Edict of Worms, ban-
ning him from church and empire:
"He has sullied marriage, disparaged
confession, and denied the body and blood
of our Lord. He makes tle sacraments de-
pend on the fiith of the recipient. . . This
pagan in the habit of a monk has brought
together ancient errors into one stinking
puddle.
"Ilther is to be regarded as a con-
victed heretic. . . . His followerc also are to
be condemned. His books are to be eradi-
cated from the memory of man."
Did we in our own strenglth confide,
Ow striving would be losing,
Were not the riglht Man on ow side,
The man of God's own choosing:
Dost ask who that may be?
Christ Jesus, it is He;
Lord Sabaoth His name.
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From age to age the same,
And He must win the battle.
Luther took refuge in Wartburg
castle, where he lived for a time disguised
as Junker Joerg. His period at Wartburg
proved an excruciating experience. He
became disturbed by all sorts of noises-
whistling wind, scampering rats, cxrls hoot-
ing mournfrrlly. The ancient fortress
seemed to groan in torment. For five con-
secutive nights he remained unable to
sleep.
"Now is the time to pray with our
might against Satan," he wrote to a friend.
"He is plotting an attack on Gernnny, and
I feel God willpermit him because I am so
indolent in prayer. I am m$tily displeased
with myseH, perhaps because I am alone."
Realizing that much of his misery re-
sulted from a lack of industry, he began
to translate the New Testament into
German. He wanted something any house-
wife could read. Within 11 weeks, he
completed his first draft.
But his depression continued, even
after returning to Wttenberg at the risk
of his life. He was disheartened to learn
of Moslem tiumphs in Tirkey andEurope.
During this period, Luther wrote flam-
ing b:acts reprimanding rebelling peasants.
This amassed more enemies against him;
some called him Doctor l.ugner (liar).
InJuly 1526 Luther collapsed and had
to be carried to bed. While he groaned
from earaches and dizziness, he com-
plained to wife Katie, "Satan rages against
me with his whole might, and the Iord has
put me in his power like anotherJob. The
Devil tempts me with great infirmity of
spirit."
And though this world,
with devils fiIled,
Should threaten to undo us,
We wiII not fear, for God hath willed
His truth to triumph througlh us:
The Prince of Darkness grim,
We tremble not for him;
His rage we can endwe,
For Iq his doom is sure;
One little word shall fell him.
His personal debts continued to pile.
His friend Elector Frederick had given him
the Black Cloister, where Luther had lived
as a monk. But now the huge Wittenberg
monastery swarmed wittr borders who
refused to pay their bills.
When the plague descended, the
monastery became a hospital. Unburied
dead littered the streets; thousands more
perished in ttre Peasants' Wars, and llther
began to sign his narne Christ's lutum
(Christ's mud).
He complained of additional illnesses
and prayed for death, but Katie encouraged
him to play his lute and compose trynns.
Perhaps at this time he put Psalm 46 to
ven;e.
"Kette, I've written a new lqrmn," he
called to his wife. "Listen!" In his rich
baritone voice, llther smg, " Ein feste
Burg ist unser Gott."
Thrcugh tears, Katie er<claimed, "Herr
Doctor, that trymn will live."
That word above aII earthly powers,
No thanks to them, abideth;
The spirit and the gifts are ours
Through Him who with us sideth:
Let goods and kindred gq
This mortal life also;
The body they may kill:
God's truth abideth stiil;
His kingdom is forever.
I Charles Ildwig is a free-lance writer
in Ti-rcson, Arizona.
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) A sermant on offefuW, Preached
by Martin lzther Nouetnber 8, 1528.
El ut now what shall I say to you Wit-
P tenbergers? It would be better that
I preach to you the Sachsenspiegel (the
imperial law), because you want to be
Christians while still practicing usury
robbing, and stealing. How do people
who are so sunk in sins expect o receive
forgiveness? The sword of the emperor
really applies here, but my sermon is
for crushed hearts who feel their sins
and have no peace. Enough for this
gospel.
I understand that this is the week for
the church collection, and many of you
do not want to give a thing. You ungrate-
ful people should be ashamed of your-
selves. You Wttenbergers have been
relieved of schools and hospitals, which
have been taken over by the common
chest, and now you want to know why
you are asked to give four pennies. They
are for the ministen, schoolteachers, and
sacristans.
The first labor for your salvation,
preach to you the precious treasure of
the gospel, administer the sacraments,
and visit you at great personal risk in the
plague. The second train children to be
good magistrates, judges, and ministers.
The third care for the poor. So far the
common chest has cared for these, and
now that you are asked to give four
miserable pennies you are up in arms.
What does this mean if not that you do
not want the gospel preached, the chil-
dren taught, and the poor helped?
I am not saying this for myself. I
receive nothing from you. I am the
prince's beggar. But I am sorry I ever
freed you from the tyrants and the
papists. You ungrateful beasts, you are
not worthy of the treasure of the gospel.
If you don't improve, I will stop preach-
ing rather than cast pearls before swine.
I As condensed in Here I Stand, by
Roland H. Bainton, Abingdon-Cokesbury
Press, 1950.
THENMADE 927,000
PART-TIMEINA
BUSINESS OF
MYOWN''
"$27,000 Part-time isn't bad for a guy who quit hisjob. I 'retired early' from the insu-rairce and
securities business, now make qood money
part-time with Pace, and have ai much worl< as
I care to handle."
A true story by a yery tr"ppy
Pace distributor.
"I'm still amazed how things have changed for
me since I became a Pace distributor! Let me tell
you how i t  a l l  s tar ted. . .
"When the national economy wasn't going
too well, I decided to get out of the business I
was in. I had given some thought to retiring, but
was really too young for that. Well, it so hap-
pened my own commercial building had a leaky
roof. Roofing contractor prices were literally sky
high! Then I remembered an article about Pace
Products and how with their exclusive Seamless
Spray process you could actually bypass high
priced contractors. I sent for their literature, saw
how easy it was to sell, and I wound up doing the
roof myselfusing Pace products and know how.
"Well, word pot around about how much
money I had saved and that opened a whole new
world ol opportunity. Ever since then I've been
like a cat on a hot tin roofl The lirst year I did 15
roof lobs. Almost double that ihe second
year, and had a huge backlog. Most ofthese
were big jtrbs like the county home, the Chevy-
Buick garage, bank buildings, city hall. Big jobs
mean big money!
"The business I used to be in had been Drettv
good to me, but  l real ly  had to work both nights
and days. With Pace, business iust seems to
fall into your lap. I don't really do any promot-
ing or  'sel l ing ' . . .most  of  my sales come l rom re-
ferrals, and my phone's ringing all the time.
"What I like to tell peoole is that Pace oflbrs a
{ine income opportunity.-You can start working
as little as two hours a week and then go full time
when your income exceeds your regular lob.tt
What our successful Pace distributor is too
modest to say is that he actually did over
$1fi),000 worth of roo{ing business last year,
in spite of living in a depressed farming area!
And that's working less than half of the year,
leaving the rest of the time lor his lamily and
other interests.
What makes Pace such a good business is that
it costs a lortune for schools, hospitals, plants
and other commercia l  bui ld ings to have roof ing
companies repair or re-do their roofs. Pace by-
passes the roofer-lets the building owner apply
Pace Seamless Spray right over the old roof ..and
the smallest Seamless Spray order earns you
over $1,550 in commissions.
Pace ships the Seamless Spray equipment on
Free Loan. Your customer pays only for the roof
ing products. His own men apply it (or if you
want to make even more money, you can handle
the.rppl icat ion,  too).  I t 's  as s imple as rhar.
No Investment!
You, too, can enioy the same success. Best ofali,
you don't have to invest a penny. You don't
need any special background or experience. Of
cou rse ,  i f you  have  se l l i ng ,  cons t ruc t i on  o r
i l j . : : : : ' " "  
exper ience,  you' l l  benef i t  even
Pace is a proven winner. That's why it is used
by such well-known firms as General Motors,
A m e r i c a n  A i r l i n e s ,  H o l i d a y  I n n s
and thousands more.
Be Your Own Boss!
You'll like being your own boss and mnning a
successful business. You can set your own
hours, ease offwhenever you feel like it, make
your own decisions and stop taking orders from
somebody else.
You can start out earning extra income part
time (with the option ofgoing full time anltime
you wish) . . . or go right into it lull tilt! Pace o{Iers
that kind of flexibility. There is no waitrng,
either. You can stan making money from your
very f i rs t  day.  You ger your b ig commissions up
front. Paid in advance, weekly!
FREE Details-No Obligation!
Would you like to eam big money? Would you
like the freedom and independence ofyour own
business? Let us mail you the facts. Simply lill in
the coupon and we'll rush you all the details.
There's no obliqation. No salesman will call.
F MATLTODAY.NOOBLIGATION.
I Pace Products, Inc. Dept. R -1088
; Qu.rliry Plaz.r. ll2th and College Blvd.
i L?;.ltr'H.f KS66210
I wtrriour OBUGATION send free packet of
;  in lormat ion that  te l ls  how I  can have my ownI Pace business. No salesman will call.
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everal weeks ago I attended a
wedding ceremony held in a beautiful
garden setting. After the minister
instructed the groom to kiss his
bride, approximately 150 colorful, helium-filled
balloons were released into the blue California
sky. It was a pleasant sight that reminded me
of a similar moment during the 1984 Olympics
in los Angeles. Within a few seconds balloons
were scattered across the heavens-some
rising hundreds of feet overhead and others
cruising toward the horizon. The distribution
by foncc C. Dobcon
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Illustntion by Larry C. Bevins
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was curious. They all began from a
common launching pad, were filled
with approximately the same amount
of helium, and ascended into the
same conditions of sun and wind.
Nevertheless, within a matter of
several minutes they were separated
by a mile or more. A few balloons
struggled to clear the upper branches
of trees, while the show-offs became
mere pinpoints of color on their
journey to the sky. How interesting,
I thought-and how symbolic of
children.
Babies do not begin life's journey
from a common launching pad. They
also vary in their ability to fly. [,et's
face it. Some carry more helium than
others. But even if they were iden-
tical at birth, they would not remain
equivalent for long. Environmental
influences would carry them in infinite
directions within the span of a few
days. From that point forward, they
only drift farther apart. Some kids
seem to catch all the right breezes.
They soar effortlessly to the heights.
Their parents beam with pride for
lhe tendency to ossume
the responsibility for
everything our
teencgerc and grown
children do reflects
oul own Yulnerobilities
os polents.
having created superior balloons.
Others wobble dangerously close to
the trees. Their frantic folks run
along underneath, huffing and puffing
to keep them airborne. It is an
exhausting experience.
I want to offer a word of encour-
agement to the parents of every low-
flying kid in the world. There's
usually one or more in each family.
They're not all strong-willed and
rebellious, of course. Some are
physically handicapped. Others have
learning disabilities, or peculiar
personalities, or serious illnesses.
Some have other characteristics that
bring ridicule from their peers. What
worries you about your different
child? Is he overweight, or under-
weight, or very short or tall or
clumsy or lazy? Or is he so terribly
selfish and unpleasant that he has
alienated everyone he's met except
(or including) you? Is the story of
your family written somewhere within
the flight plan of your "special
balloon"?
May I gently put my arm around
you? I understand your pain and your
fears. Your hopes rise and fall with
the altitude of this different
youngster. You awaken in the wee
hours of the morning, worrying and
praying for his survival. You have
nightmares that his balloon will go
into a frantic loop-the-loop and then
plunge in a power dive to the earth.
You would give your life to prevent
this catastrophe, but that wouldn't
heln. You're all he has.
continued on page 63
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God sWord. and complement a y translation
Vrth The AmpliJied Bihleyou savor the important
subtleties of the original languages tlrough an easy-to-use
system that has made it a staple for well over a million
Bible readers.
Now completely revised, The Amplifed Bible offers new
introcluctions, its own concordance, c0l0r maps, and page
after page of bountiful study notes.
And theres atast€ for everyone. lrom elegant leather-
bound editions t0convenient pocket-size testuments.
Discover for yourself how The Amplifud Bibk
can tum any study into a feast.
Inok for it today at Christian
bookstores verywhere.
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The most effective way
to memorize Scripture is by
use of memory cards. The
card system calls for seH-
discipline, but it is a tried
and proven method.
Write the verses to
be memorized on cards
you can carry with you.
Put the text on one side
and the reference on the
other. You may be able to
obtain printed cards from
a Bible bookstore with
selected Scripture verses.
Choose favorite verses and
those that arrest your atten-
tion when reading your Bible
or listening to a sermon.
Memorize texts on salvation
to use in dealing with the
unconverted. Also memo-
rize verses on assurance,
guidance, comfort, temp-
tation, grace, and victory.
Avoid memorizing from a
paraphrased Bible. Such
translations may present the
Scriptures in modern verna-
cular without adhering closely
to the original languages in
which the Old and New Testa-
ments were written.
Note the context from
which each verse is
taken. When we read an
isolated text in the Bible,
we might misunderstand the
real meaning of the verse if
we fail to observe its con-
text. For instance, Matthew
6:6 reads, "When thou
prayest, enter into thy
closet, and when thou hast
shut thy door, pray to thy
Father which is in secret:
and thy Father which seeth
in secret shall reward thee
openly." If we were to
memorize this verse with-
out first noting the context,
we might gain the impres-
sion that the lnrd is em-
phasizing secrecy in prayer.
A glance at Matthew 6:5
reveals that the lnrd was
teaching not secrecy but
sincerity in prayer. "When
thou prayest, thou shalt not
be as the hypocrites are:
for they love to pray stand-
ing in the synagogues and
in the corners of the
streets, that they may be
seen of men. Verily I say
unto you, They have their
reward." Always seek to
understand the verse you
are going to memorize by
first observing its context.
Read a number of
memory cards repeatedly
every day. Do not try to
memorize a verse every
day. Instead, take 10 or
more cards and simply read
them repeatedly each day.
After you have read each
verse. turn the card over
and note the reference on
the other side. When you
have gone over all your
cards reverse the procedure
by checking each reference
first and then attempting to
recall the quotation on
the other side. Do it as
frequently as possible
morning hours as well as I entire Psalm or chapter in the
spare moments such as I Bible. Many Christians like
when riding a bus or plane I to memorize a whole book
or while waiting to be I such as Ephesians, or even
served in a restaurant. I Romans with its 16 chapters.
Memorize each verse I Memorize verses
thoroughly. After you are I from another translation
certain you can quote the I whenever there is a dis-
verse on each card, word I tinct advantage to do
perfect, and can state the I that. Sometimes another
reference correcfly, remove I version or trznslation of the
the card from the set you I Bible will render a verse in
carry about every day. I a way that gives an added
Replace it with a new I appreciation of the text. For
Scripture card. I example, the New Interna-
When there is a special I tional Version of Philippians
reason for memorizing a | 4:5 reads, "ht your gentle-
certain verse, write it down I ness be evident to all,"
again and again. The optical I whereas the New American
observation of the words as I Standard Bible reads, "Let
well as the act of copying I your forbearing spirit be
the verse by hand will serve I known to all men."
to make an indelible impres- | When you write a verse
sion. Saying the verse out I from another translation on
loud is also effective. I one of the cards. be sure to
Whenever you need to I note on the reference side
learn a text containing a I the translation from which
series of items, memorize I the quotation comes.
successive words or con- |
cepts in groups. | | James Braga. Netrt month
Besides memorizing | , learn "How to Retain
verses on many different ^,rfl.r, Memory Verses."
topics, it is often a 
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Efible Stud>z:calarians
Word Study
Dikaioo, "justify." The term dikaioo in the New Testament primarily signifies "to show
to  be  r igh t  o r  r igh teous"  (Mat t .  11 :19 ;  Luke 7 :35 ;  Rom.3 :4 ;  1  T im.3 :16)  o r  " to  dec la re
to be righteous" (Luke 10:29; Rom 3.25 26). The concept of justif ication in the New Testa-
ment is drawn against the black background of Romans 1:18-3:20 where r t  is shown that
there is none r ighteous Hence, works do not avai l to just i fy (Gal.  2:16; 3:10-11; 5:4).  Just i f i -
cat ion is by grace through fai th in Jesus Christ .  Once the individual is declared r ighteous
the sentence is i rrevocable. The "wrath" wi l l  not touch him (Rom. 5:9).  There are two sides
to this.  On the one hand i t  means pardon and reconci l iat ion (Acts 13:39; Rom. 4.6-7;5.9;
2 Cor.  5:19 ).  On the other hand i t  means the bestowal of al l  spir i tual  blessings promised
to those who are fel low heirs of eternal l i fe (Rom B:14ff . ;  Gal.  4:4ff  )  This truth was so im-
portant o the apostle Paul that he was even willing to confront Peter "to the face" (Gal.
2:11) rn order to prevent compromise with those who did not accept he adequacy of the
oosoel of  Christ .
Why Charll&
Mrs. Elwood Applegate
glanced toward her left and
half-unconsciously pulled to
her right. How did a seedy-
looking character like
Charlie Smith dare to sit
within a few feet of her, a
Outline
l. Paul's Controversy in
Jerusalem (chapter 2)
A. The tr ip to Jerusalem
(vv. 1-2)
B. The test of the
Judaizers (vv. 3-5)
C. The conf irmation of
Paul (vv. 6-10)
D. The contest with Peter
(vv. 11-21)
leader of the church and
town society? At least he
should have enough sense
to sit up in the balcony,
where he would be less
conspicuous. Rlr that
matter, why had he come at
all? Why didn't he just slay
down at the mission where
he had been converted?
These questions and
thoughts fl i tted lhrough
Althea Applegate's mind as
she sat piously looking
straight ahead during the
organ prelude. Some nag-
ging little thoughts came
with them. Remember how
you used to go donn to the
mission, Althea? Remember
how you used to sing and
giue yur testimony? Remem-
ber how you used to pray for
the saluation of the people
there?
After church Althea ex-
claimed to her husband,
"That Charlie Smith just
isn't the sort that belongs
in our church. Isn't there
something you could do to
make him realize that?"
Elwood stared at her.
"What's gotten into you,
f Daniel R. Mitchell
Althea? You never used to
be like this. Since we've
moved into Richwood
Heights, you have changed.
You have become a snobl
Vru don't have the love of
Christ that you used to
have! "
WelL, if Elnood won't do
something, I will, she
thought determinedly. After
that, she started her subtle
campaign against  Char l ie
Smith. One by one, she
shared the "problem" with
the various ladies of the
missionary society.
Then one Sunday
Charlie came to church with
two visitors. a middle-aged
man and woman who looked
almost as shabby as
Charlie. Althea planned her
next attack.
The following morning
she visited Mrldred Peter-
son, president of the mis-
sionary society. As she
sipped her hot coffee, she
glanced speculatively at
Mildred. "Do you realize
that the whole tone of our
church may be changed if
we don't do something
t-
r 'g, '
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CHURCH
The audio product most
frequently asked for by pas-
tors is the wireless micro-
phone, invariably a lapel
version. The price range for
wireless microphones is
substantial. Buying a cheap
one to save money is always
tempting. It is important to
understand the performance
deficiencies you can expect
by doing so.
Consider whether a
wireless system is diaersity
or non-diaersffy. This factor
can make as much as a
2-1 difference in price.
Diversity has no direct
correlation with the quality
of a product, but it can
make a huge difference in
how well the microphone
performs in a given
environment.
The transmitter, usually
a belt pack module, radiates
its energy in a spherical
pattern. The receiving
antenna is simply in line
with one of an infinite
number of vectors from the
transmitter. If all of the
other vectors were simply
lost in space, the system
would work fine. In real life,
however, metal surfaces
such as air-handling ducts,
plaster lathe, metal stud
walls, or even vehicles
parked beside the church,
are good reflectors of radio
frequency energy. Reflec-
tions of transmitted energy
arrive at the receiving
antenna later than the direct
signal, due to the longer
about that ex-drunk Charlie
Smith and the type of visi-
tors he has started
bringing?"
"I'll grant you they
aren't the usual type of
people we get," Mildred
laughed. "But you've got to
hand it to Charlie. At least
he's getting someone new
to come to our church and
hear the Bible preached!"
Althea gasped in
exasperation. "You don't
get the point, Mildred. First
thing we know we're going
to have all kinds of slummv
people in our midst!"
The following Sunday
the same couple returned
with Charlie. This time
there was a new visitor sit-
ting next to the woman.
She was a younger woman.
Her clothes were neater
and more stylish, and her
voice sounded cultured.
When Althea glanced at
the group during the
preaching she saw that they
all seemed to eagerly drink
in every word. How long
has it been since I listened
like that to the message? The
thought startled her.
Althea was more deter-
mined than ever to get rid
of Charlie. There was
something about him that
made her feel uneasy.
Two weeks later
Charlie's group increased
again. Althea gasped when
she saw that the new visi-
tor was her next-door
neighbor Mrs. Alexander
Morgan! Dressed in furs,
she made a strange contrast
to the other four in
Charlie's group. After
church, Althea could hardly
wait to greet her neighbor
and find out how she hap-
pened to come to church
with Charlie's group.
"Elizabeth!" She smiled
sunnily, extending her hand.
"How nice to have you visit
our church!"
Elizabeth looked at
Althea questioningly and
took her hand. "Is this
your church, Althea?" she
asked. "How is it you
never told me about it?
" W h y . . . w h y ,  I g u e s s
it's because I never hap-
pened to think to mention
it," stammered Althea.
"We11, I'm glad Charlie
told me about it," said
Elizabeth. "It's what my
hungry soul has been seek-
ing all these years, a place
where God's Word is
preached."
"How did you meet
Charlie?" asked Althea.
"He comes to work on
my yard each week,"
Elizabeth explained.'And
each week that wonderful
man has found some oppor-
tunity to talk to me about
the Lord and the Bible,"
she said with a glint in her
eyes. "You know, it's funny.
A11 the time we have been
neighbors, I can't ever
remember your talking to
me about the Inrd. Some-
how I pictured that all the
members of Charlie's
church would be as en-
thusiastic about God as
Charlie is, and here you're
a member!"
Althea felt a warmth
stealing up her neck to
flush her cheeks. She was
getting rebuked and she
deserved it. "I owe you an
apology, Elizabeth," she
murmured. "The lord had
to send someone else to
you to bring the message I
should have brought."
When Althea got home,
she threw herself on her
knees beside her bed and
wept.
"Oh Lord," she cried
silently, "now I know why
You sent Charlie to our
church. Thank You! Forgive
me for fighting against You,
lnrd. And please use
Charlie's life and testimony
to wake up the rest of our
church-just as it has me
this day!"
I Muriel Larson.'il.l:1iri:.t'.=5
signal, due to the longer
path lengths. This is the
same phenomenon that
produces ghosts on a TV
picture, where reflections
from mountains and build-
ings arrive later than the
direct signal. At best these
reflections cause audible
distortion. At worst, if they
arrive momentarily out of
phase with the direct signal,
they can cancel it out
altogether.
A pastor's movement
comptcates the subject.
Reflections may be harm-
less if he stands in one
spot, but catastrophic just a
few feet away. It all de-
pends on the location of
metal in or by the building.
A diversity system
utilizes two receiving
antennae that are spaced 15
feet or more apart. In true
diversity systems there are
actually two receivers in the
receiver chassis as well.
The receiver instanfly
switches to take the best
signal. The theory is that
no reflection could arrive at
two locations and be out of
phase with the direct signal
of both.
The substantially higher
cost of the diversity system
mandates careful thought
before purchase. A small
country church with all
wood-frame construction
and no significant sheet
metal ducting is a good risk
for a lower cost non-
diversity system. A large
urban church with more
modern construction tech-
niques makes the diversity
system well worth the cost.
I John Westra
For help with specific
questions about church
sound sysfems, call John
Westn at (800) 222-6460.
Dynamic, alive, thriving,
multiethnic, all describe
Armitage Baptist
Church of Chicago,
Illinois, which recently
celebrated its 25th
anniversary. The church
started in a storefront with
17 charter members in
1963. Two years later, they
purchased a broken-down
building in Humboldt Park.
For nine years, church
attendance hung between
75 and 100 in this working-
class neighborhood of
whites from south Chicago.
As the community began to
change, the congregation
dwindled and there was talk
of disbanding.
Then Charles Lyons was
called to pastor the church
in June of 1974, and began
working with the remaining
core of 25 members. Within
two years, the building was
full to overflowing. In 1982
the congregation took a
giant step of faith and
purchased the decaying
logan Square Masonic
Temple. This 54,000-square-
foot monstrosity seemed to
favorably fit the needs of
the growing church, despite
its less-than-desirable neigh-
borhood. Rubbish and dirt
in every floor were replaced
by tables and chairs for
Sunday school classes. The
congregation was committed
to the ongoing $2 million
renoration project.
Never before in the
history of Chicago has a
congregation with white
leadership opted to move
further into the city, thriv-
ing and experiencing ex-
plosive growth in the
process. The church
ministers to a broad spec-
trum of people-from
shabby bag ladies to affluent
suburbanites, from ghetto
dwellers to lakefront con-
dominium owners, from
blue-collar workers to young
professionals. They come
from varied social and
ethnic backgrounds, assem-
bling together in one
accord. This unique con-
gregation is one of the
fastest-growing churches
in the Midwest.
With a ministerial staff of
three pastors and a children's
director, plus a membership
of faithful laypeople, Arm-
itage offers free counseling,
a clothing closet, a food
pantry and a winter shelter
for the homeless.
The National Council of
Churches has produced a
set of guidelines for use of
videocassette recordings in
church settings to help
churches avoid violating the
law. According to experts in
the field, churches may
unwittingly be using
videos illegally when pro-
gmms are presented in a
church setting. According to
the NCC guidelines, almost
all uses of videocassettes
outside the home are con-
sidered "public perfor-
mances" by the courts and,
as such, require a license
from the producer or dis-
tributor to be legal.
CHURGH NEWS
I-ooking for a Mis-
sions/Service Project?
With the Christmas holidays
just ahead, churches and
Sunday school programs are
looking for unique ways to
commemorate Christ's
birth. Service and special
missions projects join the
agenda of Christmas
pageants in proclaiming the
real meaning of Christmas.
Wayne Vanderpoel (see
page 18) needs assistance
for migrant workers. If you
can help, or if you would
like further information, call
Migrant Care Ministries at(813) 546-9204 or write to
them at 5035 89th Terrace
North, Pinellas Park,
Florida 34666.
AvrEr{ coRr{ER
I \ "lf you want to see the power of
God you've got to go where you need the
power of God."
-Tom Mahairas

Liberty LifeAid Mission
A Distinctive Rescue Outreach
The Liberty LifeAid Mission is far more than another crisis telephone hotline and definitely more
than another social service outreach. ln responding topleas for help, trained LifeAid helpers
seek to meet the spiritual, emotional, and physical needs of people. Simply spelled out,
Operation LifeAid functions for the whole person in his real l i fe situation through Jesus Christ
and meets the needs of the caller through resources available in local Christian ministries.
Liberty LifeAid Mission offers:
I A national toll-free telephone I A staff of trained counselors I A multifaceted guidance nter
number(1-800-LifeAid)promoted p ssessing a personal relation- offering relevant information a d
through national television and ship and commitment o the Lord training programs for local Chris-
radio; Jesus Christ ;  t ian ministr ies;
I A crisis counseling hotline ac- I Opportunities for Christ+entered I An expansive national isting of
cessible 24 hours a day, 7 days in-hospital nd intensive out-patient Christian ministries and agencies
a week; care programs through accredited blanketing the United States for
hospitals and centers nationwide; people in need.
Will You Aid LifeAid?
Liberty LifeAid Mission needs:
I Qualified church and rescue ministries with a heartbeat for the hurting
I Qualified Christian counselors willing to guide the hurting
I Qualified Christian lay-people capable of sharing their time and talents to meet the needs of people
I Qualified community services providing food, shelter, and/or medicine for the destitute
1.8oo.L|FEA|D
To discover how you can become involved with the Liberty LifeAid network, call or write now for your lree informa-
tion packet. All correspondence can be sent to:
t
M I S S I O N
Liberty LifeAid Mission; Langhorne Plaza; Lynchburg, Virginia 24514
Grandparenti ng Child ren
ln Divorced Families
I n this day and time
I many parents face the
I sad reality of their
I child's divorce, and
I subseouentlv the hurt
and confusion brought on
their grandchildren. If you
find yourself grandparenting
children of divorce, keep
these important things in
mind.
Examine your
motives. The divorce of
your child often puts you
under stress and may cause
frustration or guilt. Your
primary motivation for help-
ing a grandchild should be
to encourage him rather
than to serve your own
needs. Separate your
expressions of interest from
advice-giving that may
undermine the authority of
the custodial parent.
Maintain a proper
perspective. You are not
to blame for your child's
actions. Neither are your
grandchildren. Your ability
to help your grandchildren
cope with the disruptions
that accompany divorce
depends largely on your
own resolution of the situa-
tion. Your consistent and
loving behavior provides a
much-needed sense of
security to grandchildren.
Spend time with
grandchildren. Accom-
panying a grandchild to the
doctor or dentist opens
opportunities for communi-
cation. Attending church or
school programs provides
needed encouragement and
a sense of importance. If
grandchildren live far away,
keep in touch with small
gifts, photos, and tape-
recorded messages.
Cultivate self-esteem.
Instead of giving grand-
children different treatment
because of their broken
home, find ways to build
self-esteem by encouraging
their abrlities and emphasiz-
ing God's gift to each of us
as a unique person. Remind
your grandchildren of people
in the Bible-Moses, Esther,
Timothy, Ruth-whose lives
were difficult or unusual.
Pray with your grand-
children. This establishes
a bridge, one to the other,
to deal with struggles and
adjustments both now and
later. It positions you to
help during times of special
need. It ties your grand-
children to the supply line
of answered prayer and
helps them establish a per-
sonal relationship with God.
I Marilyn Fanning
Grandmas Anymorc?
ren't there any
grandmas anymore?
I mean those wonderful women
who have allowed time
to plump up their laps
for little chtldren to crawl up on,
snuggle close, and
bury their heads
in a soft warm bosom
Ladies who have the time to
rock and rock,
cuddling two or more
slightly less than clean kids
who want to know everything
about everything, all at once!
Where's the Grandma whose
eyes speak and whose face
always says welcome?
What happened to that pair of
hands with more lines
l han  n  rnar ]  mqn2
Those hands that could
correct you,
braid your hair,
wash your face, and
bake an apple pie from scratch
all before lunch.
Where are the songs she used
to sing and the wonderful
stories she told?
What was her favorite hymn
in church and what did she
teach about God and Jesus?
I don't know where God's
keeping Grandmas but-if
anybody knows-please tell me!
AREN'T THERE ANY
GRANDMAS ANYMORE?
I Odessa lohnson
Arentt There Any
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Destructive
Griticism
by Tim and Beuerly lnHaye
[.ast month we talked
about how harmful it is for
husbands to cnticize their
wives, particularly in public.
It invariably destroys their
relationship. Equally
devastating is a wife's
withering away at her
husband with criticism.
One frequently asked
question is, "Why won't my
husband communicate with
me? When we were going
together we could talk
about anything. Now we
almost never talk, and when
we do it is rarely about
anything of substance."
Does that sound
familiar?
One word generally
describes the problem--
criticism. Men do not like
to be criticized any more
than women do. Rarely
does a young woman
criticize her husband before
marriage. But afterward
many wives are quick to
correct or find fault with
his manners, speech, or
decisions.
Women who fail to
realize that men need to be
respected should remember
Paul's admonition in
Ephesians 5:33: 'And the
wife see that she reverence
her husband." The wife
who "reverences" her
husband does not citicize
him, particularly in public.
She finds tactful ways to
"speak the truth in love"(Eph. 4:15). Criticizing is
not one of them. Always try
praise before you correct.
When a wife criticizes
her husband, he reacts in
one of two ways. He either
lashes out at her in
response or he "clams up."
As one husband said, "I kill
her with silence." A wife
who tends to criticize
everything her husband says
often faces a deafening
silence.
Try listening intently
when your husband talks
with you. Ask questions.
Draw him out and praise
him. Try not to criticize
him for one full month
(unless it is a life-or-
death matter). You will be
amazed at how this
opens up the doors of
communication. t
an unlikely place
"encouragement
'! ,,
" 
i I had just plopped scream-
ing, month-old Zachary in
his crib for another diaper
change. Physically and
emotionally spent, I had
nearly reached my limit in
dealing with his newborn
fussiness.
Pulling off the "old," I
plucked a clean diaper from
the stack and was greeted
by a boldly lettered note:
"7ach appreciates it and so
do I."
My husband, Rich, had
given me a boost when and
where I needed it most.
[:ter I found other
notes. Above the stove:
"I'm a fan of your home
cookin'." Inside the lid to
the washing machine:
"Thanks for taking a load
off our minds-
t 
t 
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and off our dirty bodies."
And on my pillow: "I love
you."
I was the grateftrl
beneficiary of Proverbs
12:25 plt to practice:
"Heaviness in the heart of
man maketh it stoop: but a
good word maketh it glad."
Encouraging one another
through notes may seem a
simple ministry, but it goes
a long way in communicat-
ing love for others. We can
often write what we are too
timid to say in person.
Even the apostle Paul
admitted "ln presence []
am base among you, but
being absent am bold
toward you" (2 Cor. 10:1).
Notes of comfort, con-
cern, or affirmation-
whether on dish cupboards,
lunch sack napkins, or
letters-say a loud, "l love
you and care about
how you
are,"
,,r; i:'
People in the following
situations should be high on
anyone's encouragement list.
Those who doubt
their abilities or worth.
One fall I seemed to get
more than my share of
rejections on free-lance
manuscripts. Then one day
a publisher sent a postcard
to me, saying how she liked
my writing and hoped to
see more of it. I left that
postcard tacked above my
desk for more than a year.
It kept me writing.
Those who are lonely
or grieving. My father
grieved deeply after my
mother's death from cancer
just a few months before
their 38th wedding anniver-
sary. I knew the anniver-
sary date would be a sad
reminder for him, so I sent
him a comforting letter of
love to arrive that day. Out
of my heart poured the
sentences affirming him
as a man with great
integrity and i'
care for
Mother
i
f $hots
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throughout their marriage.
Since I had never dared to
express my love that way it
was painful.
But I'm glad I did. Ten
weeks later my father died
unexpectedly of a heart
attack. When I cleaned out
the family home, I found
that letter in a suitcase he
used on a trip he had
finished hours before his
fatal heart attack. The
letter meant so much to
him that he kept it with
him.
Those struggling
with a major decision.
When I wrestled with a
possible career change, a
friend sensed my insecur-
ities. Just before I had
to make a critical job
decision, she sent a note
assuring me of her prayers.
She also included a photo-
copy of a devotional
passage that had been
meaningful to her during
a crisis. I was encouraged
as lmadead i f f i cu l t
but wise choice to stay
where I was.
Those battling
difficult situations. When
a cousin started his first
year at a military academy,
my husband knew he would
probably face academic
discouragement and lifestyle
temptations. He began
writing to the young
man, reminding him of our
love for him and urging
him to stay true to the
Inrd.
Those facing death.
I once received a letter
from a godly woman who,
with an unsteady hand,
wrote of her latest heart
attack and hopes of going to
heaven soon. Sensing her
urgency, I immediately
wrote of my appreciation
for the spiritual riches she
had invested in my life.
Those who deserve
our gratitude. I was
immensely grateful for the
pastor whose church I
attended while in college.
His love and concern
for the college crowd
made a lasting impression
on me. More importantly,
his clear, convicting Bible
preaching influenced my
decision later to follow
Christ unreservedly. About
eight years after college,
I wrote and told him so.
A couple years later
I visited his new church
and, while shaking his hand
on the way out, gave him
my name. He paused for
a moment, then broke into
a huge smile as he
vigorously pumped my arm.
"Hey, Millie," he
exclaimed, "this is Jeanne,
one of our gals from the
college church!" He had
linked me to that lettet.
Those who need a
support system. I
write many letters without
any special "encourage-
ment" message. They go
to family and friends as my
way of keeping up our sup-
port systems. They are
a way of saying, "You
are remembered. You are
loved. I am available to
encourage."
These booster shots
do take time to write.
But their worth is reflected
in a statement made by
the esteemed Bible
expositor F.B. Meyer
shortly before his death.
"If I had my life to live
over, I would spend much
more time in the ministry
of comfort and encourage-
ment." We do not have to
look far to find someone
in need of encouragement.
I leanne Zornes
Putting the Squeeze on
Peer Pressure
As parents we would not
think of letting our children
participate in piano recitals,
swim meets, or other com-
petitive activities without
first investing in appropriate
lessons and encouraging
practice. In the same way,
adding tools of confidence
and positive communication
skills to our children's
arsenal of good morals
equips them in the
challenge to win against he
ever-present opponent of
peer pressure.
Role-playing can help
instill valuable principles in
the minds of our children.
For example, on a highly
visible surface such as a
chalkboard, place the
following statement and steps.
When tempted to do
wrong, resolve to do right by:
. asking questions,
o identifying the wrong,
o evaluating
consequences,
. making alternative
suggestions.
Then, with the help of
your child, think ofa real peer
pressure situation he may
face. Continually allude to the
four steps while you literally
walk your child through Jhe
situation by role-playi4gi.;
following dialogue 
.:...'ii
shows how this $
Situation:
year-old Su,zy'jij
doing her
morning jobi
from next door to catch the
action. Suzy gladly accepts
his offer of help. Eventually
becoming bored with some-
one else's job, Joey
meanders over to the work-
bench and picks up a can of
spray paint. As he walks
out the door, he says,
"Come on, Suzy. We can
have some fun with this!"
Suzy remembers the
four-step formula and asks,
"Where are you going with
that?" (Step 1)
Joey replies, "Down to
the school."
"Why are you taking
that spray paint with you?"
Joey responds, "We can
have fun painting the
school! ' '
"But, Joey, that would
be vandalizing!" (Step 2)
"That is against the law.
We would get in trouble!"
(Step 3)
"So?" snaps Joey.
Next Suzy suggests,
"Tell you what. If you help
me finish this job, we can
be out of here in a few
minutes. Maybe my dad
would take us down to the
tennis courts. And if he
can't, maybe you and I
could ride our bikes down
and play a few rounds.
OK?" (Step 4)
Hopefully Joey will
answer. "Sure." If not,
Suzy has stood her ground
and let him know she is not
interested in doing some-
thing that is wrong.
Repetition is an effective
training technique in teach-
ing the "Steps-for-Success"
formula. After going
through at least three im-
aginary but true-to-life situ-
ations, your child will be
equipped with what to say
and how to say it, and you
will have gained a better
understanding of what your
child faces every day in try-
ing to stand for what is
right. Your willingness to
spend this time with your
child reinforces that he is
valued, and proves how
important you feel about his
making right choices.
Practicing the
process seals the
ability to commun- i
icate properly in '
your child's mind. ;l
It helps build ';
confidence and
gives the as-
surance that
saying "no"
in a positive
way will not
necessarily result in the
loss of friendships.
Accountability is a key
expression in our home. A
few weeks after I taught
our "Steps-for-Success" to
our two daughters, I asked
my 9-year-old if she had
encountered any situations
where she had been able to
use the four steps. She
thoughtfully considered my
question, then answered,
"When I was over at a
friend's, she started to take
money out of her mother's
money jar."
"Did you use the four
steps?" I eagerly questioned.
"Well," she said, as if
not wanting to disappoint
me, "l did not use all four,
but I did ask her, 'Don't
you think you should ask
your mother if it is all right
to take money out of her jar?' "
"What did your friend do?"
"She went and asked her
mother!"
Having pracliced the
skills, her communication
tools were ready when
she needed them. She had
become a leader, not a fol-
lower. With confidence and a
positive attitude she stood
for what was right. We can
help our children develop the
confident ability to verbally
respond to temptation in a
conslructive way. This
enables children to maintain
foiendships witiout com-
promising their own beliefs.
These proper responses
learned early can indeed set
up a pattern for a positrve
influence throughout life.
I Judy Iarson
FAMILY
BOOKSHELF
No Regard Beauregard
and the Golden Rule, writ-
ten by Melissa W. Odom,
illustrated by James Rice. Writ-
ten in easy-flowing rhyme,
this eventirl tale begins with
a description of its main
character, Beau.
In a tassle-haired top and
a freckle-faced cover
Lived a rugged young fellow
named Beauregard
Glover.
His face was the picture
of innocent charm.
Who'd think, underneatl,
there was mischief or
harm?
Now Beau was a
youngster of poor
reputation
For thinking of others,
and just plain
aggravation.
Beau has a "Dennis-the-
Menace" way of bringing dis-
aster everywhere he goes. For
instance, he never helps with
chores, and wNe everyone
else hunts for grandmother's
lost glasses, Beau ties the cat's
and dog's tails togetherl
One Sunday Beau finally
pays attention to a Sunday
school lesson on the Golden
Rule and realDes how
thoughtless he is. From that
moment on, to everyone's
surprise, things begin to
change. This is a fun book
that has r"alue in teaching the
importance of caring for
others. (Pelican Publishing
Company, 28 pp., $10.95)
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Grandparenting cont. from page 24
"they end their lives with integrity and
not with despair." Nothing is more
damaging or unappealing to the young
than an older person who sits around
moaning about how bad things have
become. Stagnation and negativism are
dangerous traps in which g:andparents
can flounder. Blessed is the child whose
grandparents believe every day is a gift
from God, and who seek to fill it by
reaching out in the power of God's Spirit
to minister in Jesus' name.
Energy. Grandparents need to
acquaint their grandchildren with the
reality of spiritual energy. Though the
ptrysical body is weaker than it was in the
days of youth, when spiritual energy
shines from the eyes of their grand-
parents, children learn of God's super-
natural power. Blessed is the child whose
grandparents teach him ofthe power that
brings a man through decay and death
with dignity and places him on the other
side with joy and renewed vitality.
Naturalness. Gnndparents eschew
artificial eyelashes, false fingernails, and
plastic surgery. Though Grandma's hair
may be shaded with white and her soft
skin may have a few more wrinkles, she
stands with womanly dignity, her char-
acter shaped through years of labor and
love. Blessed is the child whose grand-
parents have not succumbed to an artifi-
cial way of establishing worth, but who
move naturally in the beauty of grace and
love.
Traditions. Grandparents need to
keep alive a body of traditions that give
unique definitions to their families.
Pass on a sense of family heritage, tell
stories of ancestors, family milestones,
and traditions. These roots in tradi-
tion give a family a sense of pride
that can be an anchor and a guiding
inspiration for grandchildren. Blessed
are the children whose grandparents
have provided them with traditions
that serve as an anchor and as an in-
spiration to move ahead. They will con-
struct a meaningful and worthwhile
present based on an appreciation of the
past.
A woman lives in an apartment for the
elderly in sunny Florida, but usually she
is not aware of the sunshine. Her mind
wanders, she forgets things, and she has
difficulty recalling the names of her chil-
dren. She will prepare a meal, walk away,
and return only to wonder who left food
on her table. Her children care for her
lovingly and allow her to maintain her
independence, but she is not what she
used to be.
Her grandchildren remember her as
she was-a lovely woman with a voice as
bright as sunshine and a contagious
laugh. She would talk about her deceased
husband with tenderness and reverence,
instilling respect for a man her grandchil-
dren never knew The way she sang
"The Love of God" moved the cousins
and aunts to tears. Whenever she spent
the night with her children she would
take each grandchild into her confidence
and whisper a secret: "You are my
favorite. I love you so much!" She wrote
letters to her grandchildren who were at
college, her spidery script proclaiming
over and over, "You are so precious to
me. I love you so much!"
Her stories, her funny songs, her
letters, her fried apple pies-everything
about grandma was amazing. Grandma
was love in a sweet-smelling bundle.
She was everything a grandparent
could be. I
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MAl{ OF INTEGRITY
by Vice President George Bush
with Doug Wead
Man of Integrity is a white paper
emphasizing Bush's views of life, his
successful bid for the Presidential nomi-
nation, his perceptions of national
defense. and the esteem he holds for the
family. The eight
chapters of text in-
tertwine Wead's
interviews with
George Bush and
are devoted to for-
eign policy, family
issues, social is-
sues, and George
Bush quotes.
Even with the heavy emphasis on
selling George Bush as a Presidential
candidate, the book is both entertaining
and easily read. For example, in explain-
ing Bush's position for favoring a
balanced budget amendment, Wead
quotes what he calls a typical Bush story.
"l€t me tell you a true story. A man
who weighed 305 pounds wanted to lose
weight in the worst way. So he went to
the hospital to have an operation to have
his stomach stapled.
"Two days later the man walked
down a hospital hallway and spotted a
refrigerator. Now he is suing the hospi-
tal for 250,000 dollars because he ate so
much he popped his staples.
"Now doesn't that remind you of
Congress?. . . How do you get those
guys to stay on a diet? . . . With a Con-
stitutional Amendment requiring a
balanced budget, and a line-item veto for
the President" (p.93).
However, in presenting Bush posi-
tions on issues, the work lacks concrete-
ness. For example, in the chapter on
"Hard Choices," Wead presents Bush's
views on the need to control IRS rulings,
the options for helping the plight of the
farmer, ways of gaining independence
from the OPEC cartel, and meeting the
needs of an educated cltizenry. However,
in these areas he uses global cliches
rather than presenting new ideas. The
most novel idea was that of offering Col-
lege Savings Bonds that parents could
purchase toward the future education of
their children.
In discussing religion, Bush is
presented as an Evangelical, but the
quotes used leave much to be desired.
For example, Scriptunl knowledge is
weak: "I taught my children to be kind
and I taught them the golden rule: 'Do
unto others as you would have them do
unto you,' "
This is not an "autobiography," but
an "issues" book in which Bush answers
questions on matters of concern to
Christians today. The book is worth
purchasing. (Harvest House, 184 pp.,
$7.95) J. Donaldson
THE ART OF LIFE
by Edith Schaeffer
Attractively printed on cream-colored
pages with lovely borders, The Art of Life
is a sampler that would make a nice gift
for someone you want to introduce to
Edith Schaeffer's writings. As the pub-
lisher says, "The Art of Life is also a
work of art in itself-blending the writ-
ten word, a prayer, and Bible readings
with the exquisite drawings of artist Flold
G. Hosmer. Here the simple beauty of
rural themes-a weathered barn, wild-
flowers, a country road-suggest in their
oti/n way the gentle beauty of the com-
monplace scenes in our lives as they
are touched by the
Creator."
The Art of Life
is a month of daily
devotional readings
compiled by L.G.
Parkhurst, Jr., from
Edith Schaeffer's
11books. hrL{rurst
writes a brief prayer
to accompany the selection for each day,
and with each devotion he suggests three
Bible passages for further reading-one
chapter from Psalms, one from Proverbs,
and one from a New Testament book.
These Scriptures do not always tie in
with the devotional. They do, however,
An excerpt from
MAN OF INTEGRITY
The offtcial ruords say that in sfite
of damage to your own plan, you con-
tinued your diue and scored hits on the
radio station. The report talks about
complete disregard for your own safety
and. about courage to Press the attack
nen aficr your own flane was erguAed
in flames and smoke.
"It was an instinct-there really
wasn't much time to think about it.
Everyone who went into combat was
brave."
But eaeryone ddn't win the Distin-
gnished Flying Cross medal.
"To tell you the truth, I thought
I was a goner. I looked back and saw
that my rear gunner was out. He had
been machine-gunned to death right
where he was.
"So then I turned back over the
water and we bailed out."
So much time has fassed since
World War II. The horror seems to
haue gone out of it. There haue been
teleuision sitcoms on the subject.
" . . . I can assure you that there is
no such thing as a funny war. They are
all tenible and trzgic events, chewing
up hundreds of thousands of young
people even before they have had a
chance to live, and leaving behind
brokenhearted f rnilies.
"I can tell yi!ff'this: If I'm ever in
the position to call the shots, I'm not
going to rush to send somebody else's
hds into a war. I know what it was like
to be a 21-year-old kid out there in the
middle of the hcific Ocean, disorient-
ed, nauseous, agonizing over the deaths
of my closest friends, and terrorized by
the thought of imminent capture. . .
"I suppose that's why I feel so
strongly about maintaining a powerfr.rl
defense-so that ttris countrv never has
to go to war aga.in."
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take the reader through Proverbs, Mark,
Ephesians, Colossians, and James in a
month.
A "Personal Notes" page is provided
at the end of each devotion for the reader
to record his own reflections. 'An Ap-
preciation of the Schaeffers," abridged
from Catherine Marshall's Something
More, and. Parkhurst's Introduction give
a glimpse into the life and genius of the
Schaeffer family.
Hidden away at the back of the book,
not even listed in the Thble of Contents,
is a one-page "Illustrator's Postscript"
that should have been a foreword. It be-
gins with the words, 'As you progress
through the book, notice how the roses
on the personal note pages gradually
open up."
Illustrator Floyd Hosmer says, "You
will sometimes find a correlation between
the meaning of Edith's words and the pic-
ture illustrating the devotion. In your
daily meditations, we hope you enjoy dis-
covering what we had in mind when we
selected the drawings for each chapter."
Personally, I hope readers will somehow
find this postscript before they begin, so
they will consider this as they read the
book the first time.
L.G. Parkhurst, Jr., is a minister in
Rochester, Minnesota, where Edith
Schaeffer now resides and where illus-
trator Floyd Hosmer, a long-time friend
of the Schaeffers, lives. Parkhurst "has
compiled several other books and is the
author of. Francis Schaffir: The Man
and His Message. His beautiful prayers
in The Art of Life capture the essence of
Edith Schaeffer's meditations and are
prayers you will want to make your own.
In fact, L.G. Parkhurst's prayers and In-
troduction inThe Art of Life may beckon
you to his other works. (Crossway
Books, 143 pp., $10.95) Kay Raysor
Booknotes
CRISIS IN THE STREETS
by Carl R. Resener
Most Americans know that there are
homeless people but do not realize the
extent of that homelessness nor the
sufferings resulting from it. Carl
Resener, director of the Nashville Union
Rescue Mission, has written a "hard-
hitting story of the homeless in
America" that will sear the conscience
of all those who read it.
Resener classifies the homeless into
four groups: the self-inflicted such as the
wino or alcoholic drifter, primarily a male
population; the mentally ill who have
been deinstitutionalized; the stranded,
such as abused women, Vietnam veter-
ans, runaway ouths, and AIDS victims;
and the newest group, those forced
into the streets after losing their position
due to economic and environmental
changes.
There are seven church members for
each person on food stamps. What a
challenge to the Christian community,
not to just help feed the hungry but also
to provide programs that will restore the
homeless as contributing members of
society. This book will awaken the souls
ofall socially concerned people. (Broad-
man, 189 pp., $7.95) Cline E. Hall
FROM HERE TO RETIREMENT
PLANNING NOW FOR THE REST
OF YOUR LIFE
by Paul Fremont Brown
Preparing for a successful retirement
is a big undertaking, and this book does
an admirable job of outlining the steps in
developing your own plan. It addresses
the obvious need for money, as well as
ways to ensure your physical and mental
health. It even has a foreword by Claude
Pepper, chairman of the U.S. House of
Representatives Select Committee on
Aging.
In spite ofthese pluses, the book has
some shortcomings. We have come to
expect biblically based works from Word
Books, the publisher. This volume,
however, breaks with that tradition.
With only six pages that reference Scrip-
ture (out of more than 200), it pays only
passing homage to the massive number
of verses that relate to its subject
matter. This is not a "biblical" guide
to retirement. Nonetheless it is a good
book containing some valuable inJorma-
tion. (Word Books, 22I pp., $8.95)
Paul Barringer
Bookwormts Bulletin
Verploegh. Victor Books, 228 pp., $8.95.
Reflections on the Gospel of John,
Volume 3, by kon Morris. Baker Book
House, 163 pp., $8.95.
Great Leaders of the Christian
Church, edited by John D. Woodbridge.
Moody Press, 384 pp., $22.95.
Philosophy of Religion, Second
Edition, by Norman Geisler and Wffiied
Corduan. Baker Book House, 402 pp.,
$18.95.
Biblical Solutions to Contemporary
Problems: A Handbook, by Rus Wal-
ton. Wolgemuth & Hyatt, 385 pp., $9.95.
1  1 1  1nen alt arouno vou
t r / .is failing^- when theie's1S
no hope-for tomonow and
Lo life for today, God keepsHis promises.ti
Dr, Ricbard lee, pastor of Rehoboth Baptist Church in Atlanta,
has drawn popular themes from his There's Hopetelevision and
radio ministry to write this book of hope,
thoughts. This book is filled with ffi ',"l , t f f iinspirationaldaily reading and ffi 
''i
stimulating sermon material, Wi .W
uiln0 PItBItSfluG
N ow Aa lkble at Cbristion hokstores
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Signposts, a collection of sayings from
A.W. Tozer. Compiled by Harry
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Integrity continued from page 31
we have on these young lives, before
we let some petty issue rob us of in-
tegnty. We cannot allow minor dis-
agreements to destroy our example of
faithfulness.
Although Matthew 18:67 is speaking
about small children, this principle ap-
plies equally to adolescents and young
adults. "But whoso shall offend one
of these little ones which believe in me,
it were better for him that a millstone
were hanged about his neck, and that he
were drowned in the depth of the sea.
Woe unto the world because of offences!
For it must needs be that offences come;
but woe to that man by whom the offence
cometh!"
A bond of corporate commit-
ment. Recently, we met some mis-
sionary friends who had been sup-
ported for a number of years by a
particular church. We naturally assumed
that the church was faithfully keeping
its commitment o them.
How it saddened our hearts to learn
that while out on the foreign field, they
received a questionnaire to complete,
asking them to agree to various minor
issues. The statement had nothing to do
with any of the cardinal doctrines of
God's Word. If they could not sign the
form, the church would "drop their sup-
port." They were dropped!
I wonder why the church's mission
committee could not hav'e waited until
their next furlough, to personally dis-
cuss the matter, instead of the incon-
siderate and unkind manner of notifying
them by mail that their support was
rescinded. I wonder how these good and
faithful servants of Christ explained this
turn of events to their five teenage
children.
I wonder how many other hard-
working, faithful missionaries, will-
ing to serve the [,ord in dfficult and
desperately needy places around the
world, are forced to return home
because of the withdrawal of financial
and prayer support-the result of a lack
of corporate integrity on the part of
churches.
I wonder how many young people are
disillusioned by a false view of Chris-
tianity, as they watch adults walk away
from their commitments and abandon
their places of faithfulness.
I wonder how many churches that
God intended to be mighty forces of
righteousness in communities across
America have been damaged, sometimes
beyond recovery, their leaders
discouraged, and the body of Christ
disheartened-all because of the absence
of personal integrity on the part of the
people in the congregation.
I wonder, when we each stand alone
before Christ at the judgment seat of
believers, what we will tell our lnrd
about how "He led us" to break our
word, withdraw from opportunities to
minister, vacate our positions of ser-
vice, remove our support, and cast off
our commitments.
I wonder. .
I Marilyn Barnes and her husband,
Paul, serve as missionaries in Wales,
Great Britain.
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Telephone No. (home) Telephone No. (work)
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In Mounting Abortion Protests
he rescuers came to
Atlanta during theDem-
ocratic National Con-
vention. Since July 16 more than
400 have gone to jail. Once ar-
rested, most refuse to give their
names, identifying themselves
only as Baby John Doe or Baby
Jane Doe, which has prevented
their release.
The rescue mission is quite
unlike most antiabortion pro-
tests. There are still pickets.
There are still marchers. And
there are still trymns. But rather
than waiting for everyone to tire
and go home, these antiabortion
rallies do not end until all the
"rescuers" are in iail.
Randall Terry founder of Operation
Rescue, said, "If the hippies can do it for
drugs, then we can do it for God." Terry
has been arrested more than two dozen
times in five cities, including Atlanta.
Falwell came to support hese acts of
nonviolent civil disobedience. "I came to
sanction and endorse the new concept in
the proJife movement of nonviolent civil
disobedience."
A longtime pro-life activist, Terry con-
ceived of Oper:ation Rescue during the
sunrmer of 1986 after realtmry that normal
antiabortion protests "were good and
necessary, but were not winning the war."
Terry concluded that efforts should
take the form of a series of Rescue
Missions staged in many different cities
across the country. Pledged to be peace-
fril, the mission asked hundreds of pro-
lifen to place their bodies in front of an
abortion mill, thereby 'thildren
from being killed and women from being
exploited."
The organization's brochure states,
"Over 15 years of education and political
lobbying hare gotten us virtually nowhere.
Over 22 million children are dead. and the
situation is deteriorating. Euthanasia nd
infanticide are cornmonplace; school se:<
clinics are opening, and we have entered
the hellish practice of harvesting babies'
organs for experimentation.
"I endorse nonviolent civil
disobedience in the
pro-life movement. I think
that's the wave of the
future, and the level of
commitment necessary
to break the back of the
abortion industry."
"Victory will come when enough God-
fearing people across the nation rise up
with one heart and voice, compelling
America to restore justice to the children
and mothers. If thousands upon thou-
sands will answer the call to batfle peace-
fully, by physically closing down abortion
mills across the country
throughout the summer and
autumn of 1988, we will, with
God's help, cause the elec-
tions to focus upon the plight
of the children."
But more than saving the
lives of babies is at stake,
Terry claims. "Time is run-
ning out for America. If we
don't end this holocaust very
soon, the judgment of God is
going to fall on our nation.
Judah was destroyed because
some Jews killed their own
children while others stood
passively by and didn't even
try to stop them."
The first Rescue Mission
was staged in Cherry Hill, New Jersey,
on November 28, 19U. About 400 pro-
testers descended upon the Cherry Hill
Women's Center at 6 a.m. Before the
rescue was over, 210 proJifers were in
jail.
The Rescue Mission then went to
New York, Terry's home state. It was,
by anyone's measure, an amazing suc-
cess. Over 800 proJifers from 35 states
gathered to stage a weekJong series of
rescues from May 2 to 6. Before the
week was over, four abortuaries would
be targeted and closed for the day. CNN,
CBN, and the BBC would join radio and
print news in covering the event. And
there would be 1,647 arrests, including
50 clergymen.
"The rescues were peacefiil, prayer-
ful, and free of violence," said organizers.
Following New York, there were res-
cues in Philadelphia during Independence
Day. By the time the rescuers arrived
in Atlanta, they were experienced,
organized, and gaining momentum.
I Martin Mawyer
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Sets Pro-Family Agenda
L s Family Forum 
'88 opened in
I \ August in New Orleans, radical
L--r- demonstrators disrupted the
meeting of pro-family Conservatives,
cursing and tearing Bibles apart.
"Power to the oppressed-down with
the rich white church," one protester
shouted as he was removed from the
meeting.
In the lobby, police arrested three
demonstraton who claimed to oppose the
church's pro-life position.
"What the church is doing to abortion
clinics is wrong," one of those arrested
said, referring to the tactic of using sit-
ins and civil disobedience to stop abortion.
The brief disruption, however, was just
the first of many demonstrations that fol-
lowed over the next one and one-half
weeks as people from across the nation
converged on New Orleans for Family
Forum '88 and the Republican National
Convention.
The three-day summit conference was
geared toward setting the pro-family
agenda concerning the courts, the
economy, education, and social issues.
A highlight of the conference was the
presentation of the Family Manifesto. This
four-page landmark document issues a
new call to action for the pro-tamily move-
ment and outlines the beliefs of America's
moral Conseryatives concerning the frmily.
In addition to being distributed at the
summit, the document was also madearail-
able to delegates at the RepublicanNational
Convention. Its contents laid the founda-
tion for the Family Forum '88 conference.
The August meeting in New Orleans
opened on a high note, asJerry Falwell ad-
dressed a filled auditorium and reiterated
his position concerning abortion. "The
abortion industry is so well-entrenched in
our society that it will never be overturned
stricfly through the legislative process," he
said. "Congress just isn't going to see the
Iight until it feels the heat," he added, not-
ing that this can best be accomplished by
causing civil unrest.
A second highlight of the New Orleans
Family Forum '88 was a luncheon address
'As long as you hold
political office, you should
fight for what you believe,
because that's what got
you elected. No one ever
died of controversy."
- William Bennett
by Education Secretary William Bennett.
Bennett stressed ttle need for Consena-
tives in government o face controversy
without fear. "As long as you hold political
office, you should fght for what youbelieve,
because that's what got you elected. No
one ever died of controversy," he said.
The admittedly controvercial education
secretary cited two specffic issues as
vitally important to all Americans-the
defense of freedom worldwide and the nur-
ture and protection of our children.
"It's my view that the Democrats
aren't reliable on either issue-particularly
the Democratic leadenhip. When the
Democratic leadership abandoned the
cause of freedom in Nicaragua, I left the
party and became a Republican."
An equally controversial speaker at the
New Orleans meeting was Principal Joe
Clark. Clark recently captured the
attention of the national media for his un-
orthodox but effective practice ofpatrolling
the halls of his hterson, New Jersey, high
school carrying a bullhorn and a baseball
bat. "The bullhorn makes me omni-
present," he explained. "If yriu can't see
me, you can hear me. I'll never give up
my bullhorn!"
Clark opened his speech by blasting
Democratic presidential candidate Michael
Dulakis for trying to prwide the poor and
racial minorities with too much govern-
ment assistance. "Bit by bit, Liberals are
etching away at the moral fibers of our
country," he said. "Dukakis is a softie.
He wants to give people too much. If you
want something in this life, you are going
to have to work for it. . . . It's wrong for
Liberal Democrats to give blacks some-
thing they don't provide for everyone
else," he said.
The dynamic speaker said hefrequently
tells his students-more than 90 percent
of whom are black or Hispanic-that being
in a racial minority is one strike against
their potential for success. Being poor,
he said, is a second strike. "But I tell my
kids that they can never strike out. Ifthey
keep tipping the ball and tipping the ball,
one day they are going to be successfi:I."
And without question, this black edu-
cator can attest to the validity of his claim.
Raised in an extremely poor family, Clark
was recently pictured on the cover of
TIME magazine and named the outstand-
ing black educator in the state of New
Jersey. Concerning the award, Clark said
he was disappointed after leaming he had
been chosen, because he didn't want to
be the best black educator in the state of
New Jeney. "I told them I wanted to be
the best educator in the state of New
Jersey, period-black, white, or polka dot-
ted," he explained.
Representative Dick Armey continued
where Clark left off, saying Liberal
Democrats want those who work to
sacrifice for those who would rather be
supported by the government. This con-
cept, he explained, can be successfirl only
in a family situation where parents make
sacrifices for their children. He noted
however that the Democratic leadership
fails to urderstand this. Rather than in-
stituting Social Security, Armey said the
government should have passed a law re-
quiring each employee to put money aside
in an IRA-styled account.
Eagle Forum President Phyllis Schlafly
also addressed the crowd, stressing the
importance of a strong national defense.
Without the Strategic Defense Initiative,
she said, America's frmilies will eventually
be destroyed. She emphasized that a sbz-
tegic defense system cannot kill a single
person. Therefore, she argred, it should
be morally acceptable to even the most
Libenl Democrats.
In July nearly 1,200 people-including
people foom seven southeastern states-
attended a conference-opening "victory
dinner" at the Atlanta Family Forum '88.
This three-day summit, much like the
Angust meeting in New Orleans, was
aimed at uniting Consermtives and nnking
the Democntic leadership aware of their
concerns.
Making Americans aware was another
aim of the Atlanta Family Forum '88.
Michael Dulckis, a member of the
American CivilLiberties Union, was criti-
dzed for vetoing a bill that would have re-
quired public school students in Massa-
chusetts to pledge allegiance to the flag
daily. Dukakis has called the bill "uncon-
stitutional."
Speaking concerning federally subsi-
dized day care, Schlafly criticized the higtrly
publicized Dodd-Kildee "ABC" bill. This
bill, she said, would cost taxpayen 92.5
billion in the fint year alone. Furthermore,
she said the bill discriminates against men
who raise children and women who choose
relatives to care for their children. Sclrlafly
added that church-based child-care services
would also be discriminated against be-
cause the "ABC" bill provides no money
for facilities with refuious pictures, Chris-
tian employees, or prayer time.
Maurice Dawkins, an old-fashioned
preacher who is now the Republican
nominee for the U.S. Senate in Wginia
proved to be the unexpected firecracker
of the Atlanta Family Forum. Dawkins
used the Old Testament prophetJoshua as
an example for pro-hmily activists. Point-
ing out that Joshua was left with a rag-tag
army to take over the Promised [and, he
accenfuated that the Israelites were able
to accomplish much because they believed
in what they were doing. Dawkins also
ridiculed federal day-care plans, explaining
that the autlors of these proposals hare
adopted the Soviet pattern of child care.
Other speaken at one or both of the
two summit conferences included: Free
Congress Foundation Founder hul Wey-
rich; Concerned Women for America
Founder Beverly laHaye; Gary Bauer,
director of the Office of Policy Develop-
ment at the White House; Rich DeVos,
president of Annvay Corpor:ation; and
Republican Governor John Sununu of New
Hampshire.
I Doug Waymire
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How to lUlqke Your
Arterieg Cleonse
fhemselYes
(SPECIAL FEATURD-Good news for everyone who
is health conscious! A remarkable n w heaith 0uide
by Dr. Edwin Flatto is now available that reveials a
medically tested method that can stimulate arteries
to cleanse lhemselves-the natural way-with0ut
0rugs 0r surgery.
It's called "Cleanse Your Arteries & Save Your
Life." And it shows you exactly how nature can
activale your body's built-in artery cleansing mech-
anism once you stop eating the wrong foods. lt also
warns you 0f the potential danger of certain so-called
"cholesterol" diets-
Your own doctor will tell you that partially blocked
arteries can produce many of the following symploms.
And he'll also agree that many of these symptoms
may be improved once circulation is enhanced and
the cleansing process begins. "Cleanse Your Arteries
& Save Your Life" is based on documented scientific
principles that can help:
. Reduce chest pain (angina)
. Reduce lhe risk ol bypass urgery
. L0wer the incidence ofheart disease
. Reduce dizziness & loss of balance
. lmprove a partial loss ol hearing
. Help clear up ringing in tho Bars
. Help clear up leg pain, cramps 0r tkedness
in the legs
. Stimulale your body t0 produce a natural
substance that seems t0 protect against
hoart attack
. Make your body dispose of cholesterol
. Thin oul sludgy, poor circulating blood
. Reduce blood triglyceride levels
. lower high blood pressure naturally
By following Dr Flatlo's advice you can feel better
than you have in years. You'll earn which delicious
foods to eat and which to avoid. And you 'll probably
have more energy than you know what o do witfr.
Here's just a small sample of the useful and helplul
inlormation you'll find in this valuable aid lo better
health:
. When women run higher isks for heart attacks
o Which vitamins eem to otfer protection
against heart disease
. Which popular health loods may be dangerous
. The real truth about chelation therapy
. The real truth about omega-3 fish oils
. The real truth about p0lyunsaturated lats
. How lo calm youl nerves nalurally
. What simple food can help you lose weight
. Relieve gas and constipation naturally
Right now, as part of a special introductory offer,
you can receive a special press run of "Cleanse Your
Arteries & Save Your Life" by Edwin Flatto, M.D. for
only $8.95 plus $1 postage and handling. l t  is not
available inany bookstore. lt is only available through
this special olfer. Your satisfaction is 100% ouaran-
teed. if you are dissatislied in any way, siffi retum
it in 30 davs lor a full refund-no uestions asked.
HERE'siOWTO@
and address on a piece oi paper and mail it along
with cash, check or monev order for onlv $9.95 to:
THE LEADER C0., Publishing Division, Dept. F4, p.O.
Box 8347,  Canton .  0h io  44711,  (Make checks
payable toThe Leader Co. ) VISA or MasterCard send
card number and exoiration dale. Act now. 0rden will
be fulfilled on a first-come, first serve basis.
O 1988 THE LEADER CO. INC,
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OLD TIMF Fbun
couNsEuryG MrNrsrRY,
t.(8oq'LIFEAID
Old Time Gospel Hour Counseling Ministry
can provide Christ-centered, over-the-phone coun-
seling to anyone suffering from emotional distress
or substance abuse. In addition, we can, through
our nationwide network of Christ-centered in-
hospital or intensive outpatient counseling care,
provide assistance to individuals requiring hospi-
tal treatment for more severe disorders requiring
professional intervention.
Many insurance programs will pay all or most of
the in-hospital and outpatient reatment costs.
Call today! Our desire is to help relieve the hurt
and assist you with the task of living responsibly
and joytully.
It's a free call from
anywhere in the U.S.A.
CALL l-l8Ool-LIFEAID; OR WRITET OLD TIME GOSPEL HOUR COUNSEIII{G MINISTRV,
LYI|CHBURG, VIRGtlilA 24514
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If you've launched only high-flying
sons and daughters, then you won't com-
prehend the sentiment of these words.
Understanding the depression and appre-
hension is very difficult unless you've
been through it. It is also embarrassing.
Why? Because of the crazy notion that
parents are responsible for everything
their child becomes. They are praised or
blamed for his successes and failures-
all of them. If he is gorgeous, brilliant,
artistic, attrletic, scholarly, and polite, his
folks get an A+ for raising him that way.
But if he is ordinary, uncoordinated, in-
dolent, homely, unpleasant, and dull,
they fail the course. Mom and Dad are
particularly accountable for their child's
misbehavior, even years after he is
beyond their control or influence.
Contemporary parents have been
taught that children are born neutral and
good. If the children go wrong, it is be-
cause someone wreaks havoc upon
them. All behavior is caused, say the ex-
perts. The child chooses nothing. He
merely responds to his experiences.
This theory is called determinism,
and if it is valid, then the responsibility
for every lie, every school failure, every
act of defiance eventually circles around
to his family-and especially to his
mother. This is why she has been blamed
for all the problems and even the silly im-
perfections that beset her children.
Parents today are much too willing to
blame themselves for everything their
children (or adolescents) do. Only in this
century have they been so inclined. If a
kid went bad 100 years ago, he was a bad
kid. Now it's the fault of his parents.
Admittedly, many mothers and fathers do
warp and twist their children during the
vulnerable years. I know our society
today is peppered with terrible parents
who don't care about their kids. But
others care passionately about their sons
and daughters, and they do the best they
can to raise them properly. Nevertheless,
when their kids entangle themselves in
sin and heartache, guess who feels
responsible for it? Behavior is caused,
isn't it? The blame inevitably makes a
sweeping U-turn and lodges itself in the
hearts of the parents.
Most of the parents I have known
who are dealing with adolescent or
postadolescent rebellion blame them-
selves. In their minds, they have de-
stroyed their own precious child. They
are convinced even God could not forgrve
so great a sm.
Guilt is one of the most painful emo-
tions in human experience. Sometimes
it is valid and represents the displeasure
of God Himself. When that is the case, it
can be forgiven and forgotten. On other
occasions it is entirely of our own creation.
This tendency to assume tle respon-
sibility for everything our teenagers and
grown children do is not only a product
of psychological mumbo jumbo (deter-
minism), but it reflects our own vulner-
abilities as parents. We know we are
flawed. We know how often we fail. Even
under the best of circumstances, we are
forced time after time to guess at what is
right for our children. Errors in judgment
occur. Then selfishness surfaces, and we
do and say things we can never undo. All
these shortcomings are then magnified
continued on page 65
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Right to Die Very
Much Alive in Gourts
Whether or not
to pull life-support
systems from the
hopelessly ill is still
raging in the courts.
In California, the state has asked the
U.S. Supreme Court to order further
medical treatment for William Drabick
lII, 44, of San Jose. He has been in a
coma for 5 years, after suffering severe
head injuries in a car accident while
returning home from a racetrack where
he had just won $9,000. Though not brain
dead and able to breathe on his own, doc-
tors say there is "no realistic hope" that
William will recover.
In Missouri, the state has asked a
circuit judge to order food and water be
continued for Nancy Cruzan, 30. She
suffered a traffic accident inJanuary 1983
near Carthage. She has never regained
consciousness and remains connected to
artificial feeding, hydration, and respira-
tory equipment. The state opposes
removing Nancy's life-support equip-
ment, saying food and water is "minimal
care" which she has a right to receive.
In Michigan, a county judge has given
permission for parents to remove life-
support systems from their 11-year-old
daughter. The girl was hit by a car in
January 1987 and remains connected to
a respirator.
The case has generated much con-
troversy because three nurses have
reported that the girl occasionally stirs
from the coma and smiles. cries. and fol-
lows visitors with her eyes.
Supreme Gourt Lets Stand
Exemptions for Religious
Day-Gare Centers
WASHINGTON (RNS)--The U.S.
Supreme Court has let stand an Illinois
law exempting religious day-care centers
from state regulation. Although the
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action sets no binding precedent, 33
states have similar statutory exemptions
for day-care facilities owned and operated
by churches and other religious institu-
tions. In its brief order June 27 the High
Court stated the challenge to the Illinois
law presented no "substantial federal
question."
Court Upholds FCG's Ban
on Indecent Broadcasting
Broadcasting "dirty
words" is OK during
evening hours, a fed-
federal appeals court
has ruled. Though
the court did not
specify what time
indecent programming becomes illegal,
it did say that midnight was too late to
extend such a ban.
The Federal Communications Com-
mission issued regulations in 1977 pro-
hibiting indecent material between
midnight and 6 a.m. The ban was pro-
posed to prevent substantial numbers of
unsupervised children from seeing or
hearing such material.
But the three-judge panel, led by
Ruth Ginsburg, said that the broadcast
of material "that is indecent but not
obscene is protected by the First
Amendment,"
The court did, however, uphold
the FCC's warning to a New York disc
jockey banning the broadcasting of
indecent material between 6 a.m. and
10 a.m.
In addition, the court upheld the FCC
definition of indecent material as
describing or depicting "sexual or
excretory activities and organs."
The FCC must now go back to the
drawing board and come up with a new
hour to turn off the dirty words,
or produce stronger evidence for
the contention that large numbers
of unsupervised children would be
exposed to indecent material up to
midnight.
ACIU ilot Married to Monogamy
Monogamy is a reli-
gious bel ief  and
should not be taught
in the public schools,
says the American
Civil Liberties Union.
In a letter to the
California legislature, the ACLU opposed
a sex education bill that would defend
monogamy as a violation of the U.S.
Constitution.
The letter said, "It is our position
that teaching that monogamous, hetero-
sexual intercourse within marriage is a
traditional American value is an uncon-
stitutional establishment of a religious
doctrine in public schools. There are yar-
ious religions which hold contrary beliefs
with respect to marriage and monogamy."
The letter was signed by Francisco
lobaco, legislative advocate for the
California lrgislative Office of the ACLU.
Antiporn Bill Makes Progress
Individual California
communities may set
their own standards
concerning the legal
definition of obscen-
---V- ity, thanks to a
recent decision by the state assembly.
In a 1973 ruling the U.S. Supreme
Court defined obscenity as material that
depicts sexual conduct as patently offen-
sive and lacking serious literary, artistic,
political, or scientific value.
An earlier Supreme Court ruling had
defined as obscene any material that an
average person, applying contemporary
community standards-rather than
statewide standards-would find to
appeal to prurient interests.
In California, similar obscenity guide-
lines were followed; but those guidelines
were enforced statewide, allowing little
local regulation of obscene material.
In early August, however, the state
W
assembly voted 57-11 to permit local
regulation of obscenity standards.
Antiobscenity forces hailed the decision
as a victory claiming that allowing local
communities to set their own guidelines
would make it easier for authorities to
prosecute pornographers.
"This bill will give law enforcers the
tools they need to deal with hard-core
pornography," said assemblyman Eric
Seastrand, a proponent of the bill.
New law Bans Violence
against Religious Property
01 Plactice
W A S H I N G T O N
(RNS)-A new law
makes it a federal
crime to damage
religious property or
interfere with a per-
son's free exercise
of refuion. The measure-recently ap-
proved by Congress and signed into law
fu Resident Ronald Reagan-amends the
U.S. Code, making people who engage in
interstate activity to damage any religious
property because of its religious charac-
ter or obstruct any person's firee exercise
of refuion by force or threat of force sub-ject to federal fines and prison sentences.
The law's penalties include a fine and up
to life imprisonment if death results from
the activity; a fine and a prison term of
up to 10 years if serious bodily injury
results; and a fine and imprisonment of up
to one year in other cases.
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tenfold when a son or dauglrter goes bad.
Finally, the inclination tounrd seH-
condemnation also reflects the way Chris-
tians have been taught to believe. I am not
a theologian, but I believe a serious mis-
understanding of several key Scripture pas-
sages has occurred. The error has pro-
duced filse condemnation for circum-
stances that exceed parental control or
influence.
Consider, for example, the pastor who
wrcte me after his 2l-year-old son impreg-
nated his girtfriend on a Christian college
campus. This anguished man, a success-
ful and popular pastot wrote a letter of
confession to his church and resigned. He
cited Titus 1:6 as evidence of his urnvorttr-
iness to continue in the ministrv.
The verse he quoted said a bishop
must be "the husband of one wife, hav-
ing hithful children not accused of riot or
unruly." You may drav your own conclu-
sions from this Scripture, but I believe it
refers to much younger children than the
pastor's son. This young man was 21 and
had gone aray to college. He was no
longer a child!
Remember, also, that males and fe-
males were considered grown much earlier
in hul's day. They often married at14 or
16 years of age. Thus, when hul referred
to a man hadng his children in proper sub-
jection, I believe he was tnkgabout chil-
dren. He intended to disquffi men who
had chaotic fumilies and those who were
unable to discipline or manage their young
sons and daughters. That is a far cry ft,rom
holding a man responsible for the rebel-
lious beharior of his grown offspring, or
in this instance, for a single sinfi:l event.
They are beyond his control.
Ezekiel 18:20 teaches us, "The son
shall not bear the iniquity of the father,
neither shall the father bear the iniquity
ofthe son. The righteousness ofthe righ-
teous shall be upon him, and the wicked-
ness of the wicked shall be upon him."
These words fiom the lord should end
the contrrwersy once and for all. Each adult
is responsible for his ovm behavior, and
that of no one else.
So where does this leane us as Ctristian
parents? Are we without spiritual re-
sources with which to support our sons
and daughters? Absolutely not! We are
given the porverfr.:l weapon of intercessory
pra5rcr which must never be underestimat-
ed. The Scriphres teach that we can pray
effectively for one another and that such a
petition "availeth much" (ames 5:16).
God's answer to our requests will not re-
move the freedom of choice from our chil-
dren, but He will gnnt them clarity and
understanding in charting their own
courses. They will be given every oppor-
tunity to make the right decisions regard-
ing matters of eternal significance.
So keep your children in your prayers.
Rzy for tlem in confidence-not in regret.
The past is the past. You can't undo your
mistakes. You could no more be a perfect
parent than you could be a perfect human
being. I,et your guilt do the work God in-
tended and then file it aulay forever. I'll bet
Solomon would agree with that advice.
I Adapted fuom Parenting Isn't for
Cowards byJames C. Dobson. Copyright
1987. Used by permission of Word Books,
Waco. Tixas.
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| -- ecause of the appropriate
I r epithet Liberal, today they call
I themselves "Moderates." A
skunk by any other name still stinks!
To my great sorrow and yours, we are
losing our nation to the Libenls and the
Secularists and the Humanists, which
finally means to the Atheists and the in-
fidels. America used to be known as a
Christian nation. It is no longer. America
is a secular nation. Our forefathers who
came on the Maldower founded here a
new Republic, a new nation, and it was
Christian. When I was a youth growing
up, the name of God and the Christian
faith were part of the civic and national
life of our people. They are no longer.
By law and by legislation and by court
decision, we bow at no altar. We call on
the name of no god. Our forefathers
placed the First Amendment in our Con-
stitution for the sole purpose of interdict-
ing a state-established church. But we
have used that Fint Amendment to expel
the presence of almighty God from our
national and public lives. No longer can we
pray in our public schools. No longer can
we read God's Word in our public schools.
No longer can we have chapel services in
our public schools. No longer are we per-
mittedto place a Nativity sceneon acourt-
house lawn. No longer can we place a star
in a public building. We have become a
secular nation.
I was invited to speak at a great high
school. The administntion of the school
came to me and said, "The American CM
Liberties Union has armounced to us that
when that preacher speaks, if he names
the name of Jesus, we will close dovm the
school." That is modern America.
We have not only lost our nation to the
Liberal and to the Secularist and to the
Humanist, but in great areas of our Bap-
tist lives we have lost our denominations
and our Christian institutions, our colleges
by W A. Criswell
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By law and by legislation
and our universities. Because of the in-
roads of Liberalism and Secularism the
Baptist witness is increasingly anemic. The
Roman Catholic church boasts that the
most Catholic state in the Union is Rhode
Island, and that the most Catholic city in
America is Providence. This is the state
we bow at no altar.
We call on the
name of no god.
founded by our Baptist forefithers, and ttre
capital city founded by Roger Williams.
To my great indescribable sorrow we
are losing our message of sahation to the
curse of Liberalism.
One Sunday many years ago a girl of
about 16 came doun the aisle of our
church to receive Christ. fu she sat on the
front row and the irndtation progressed she
began to cry and finally to sob. When I
asked wtry she was weeping, she replied,
"I've been listening to you preach and I
felt I wanted to gle my heart to Jesus and
be a member of this congregation. But
since I have been seated here I've been
thinking about my life as a prostitute. If you
knew me, and these people knew me, you
would not want the likes of me in this
church. I hare a baby boy, but I lie when
I write 'Mrs.' in front of my nzrme."
Today one of these Liberals would say
to her, "Why it is nothing. One-half of the
grls live just like that, promiscuously,
and two-thirds of the boys. You've done
nothing amiss. Forget it." Or another
would say, "Haven't you heard of abortion?
Right up the street there's a clinic, and in
ttree minutes or four at the most you
could hare murdered your baby." Another
one would say, "It's your lifestyle. If you
can make money easier in promiscuity,
that's your choice."
That's modern Liberalism, and it's
everywhere.
This is what I said to her. "Dear girl,
the Holy Spirit has convicted you of sin and
that's wtry you cry. The Holy Spirit of God
has spoken to your heart. Dear grl, the
Holy Spirit of God has done another thing.
He's brought you to Him who can wash
you clean and white."
Over these years you could stand with
me and watch that young grl leading her
litfle son as he grew up. tking him to
Sunday school, to beginner division, to
primary division, to junior division, and
now he's in our youth division. When I see
him I say the greatest privilege God ever
gave to me was to preach the unsearch-
able riches of Jesus Christ my Lord. There
is nothing like it in the earth.
We need a resu-rgence. We need a
renaissance, a recommitment. We need a
regeneration. We can do it. We can. When
Alexander the Great died, his great gen-
enls gathered around and asked, "Whose
is the kingdom?" Alexander the Great
replied, "It's for him who can take it." ln
the name of Christ, we can take our rural
churches. In the name of Christ, we can
take our city churches. In the name of
Christ, we can take our village churches.
If there is in us the spirit of derrutionand
souh'inning and preaching and outreach;
visitation; love for the lost; invitation; bap-
tizing our converts; the spirit of genuine,
enthusiastic, victorious triumph; if we will
be true to the fuith we can take this coun-
try for Christ. Oh that there would be in us
the spirit of victory and triumph and con-
quest in the name of our blessed Saviour.
We have a great message. [et's deliver
it with power from God in hearen.
I W.A. Criswell is pastor of Fint Bap-
tist Church in Dallas, Texas, and fourder
of Criswell Center for Biblical Studies.
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